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I I z, 
IN THE SUPREME COURT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
Supreme Court Docket No. 
40793-2013 
STEVEN CUMMINGS 
Plaintiff/Apeellant/ Cross Resp 
vs. LAW CLERK 
ROGER L. STEPHENS, et al 
DefendanVRespondent/Cross-
DAVID C. NYE Of strict Judge 
Appealed from the District Court of the SIXTH 
Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for 
BEAR LAKE County. 
Nathan M. Olsen, 
Attorney for Plaintiff/Appellant/Cron-Respondent 
Brad Bearnson, 
Attorney for Defendant/Respondent/Cross-Appellant 
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IN DISTRICT OF JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AA1D FOR THE COlTNTY OF ~~--~L~ ~k~L-~ 
STEVEN CUMMINGS, an individual 
ir1 Montana, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
an 
residing in Providence, Utah, 
NORTHE~N TITLE COMP ANY OF 
IDAHO, INC., an Idaho Corporation, 
JOHN DOES I-X. 
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) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
ROGER L. STEPHENS, an individual, ) 
) 
Third Party Plaintiff, ) 
vs. ) 
) 
DOROTHY JULIAN, an individual ) 
residing in Eagle, Idaho, EVAN ) 
SKINN""ER, an individual residing in ) 
Montpelier, Idaho, RYAN OLSEN, an ) 
individual residing Georgetown, ) 
Idaho, EXIT REALTY OF BEAR ) 
LAKE, LLC an Idaho Limited Liability ) 
Company, JOHN DOES 1-X. ) 
) 
Third Party Defendants. ) 
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Plaintiff, 
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ROGER 
residing in Providence, 
NORTHER..~ COMPANY 
IDAHO, INC., an 
DOES I-X. 
Defendants. 
ROGERL. an 
Third Party Plaintiff, 
\'S. 
DOROTHY ruLLA.N, an 
residing in Eagle, Idaho, EVAN 
SK.I:NNER, an individual residing in 
Montpelier, Idaho, RYAN OLSEN, an 
individual residing in Georgetown, 
Idaho, EXIT REALTY OF BEAR 
LAKE, LLC an Idaho Limited Liability 
Company, JOHN DOES 1-X. 
Third Party Defendants. 
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COUNTY OF 
Case CV-2009-183 
DEFE~DA.~T NORTHER~ TITLE'S 
MEMORA.~llUM IN SUPPORT TO 
EXCLUDE LENORE KATRI & 
GREGORY~~·~~ 
of Defendant Northern Title 's 
L~TRODUCTIO~ 
as escrow officer. Plaintiff intends Gregory to opine on 
property at dispute. 
~~ .. -~."~ failed to provide expert disclosures accordance s Order 
Trial. the Order Setting Ju.ry the Court shall disclose all fact 
140 days before trial ... 
manner and with specificity required by 
by order, withheld information until 
excluded. 
-~~~·"'"' the above, Lenore Katri is not qualified under her 
deposition, it was revealed that Lenore has never worked as a officer, has received 
requisite knowledge, skill, experience, training or education as a title officer expert. 
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SUPPORT TO EXCLUDE LENORE KATRI AND GREGORY KELLEY 
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I. 
by expert 
Order Setting 
disclosures were no less days before at i-f 5, 
attached hereto as Exhibit the Court exclude 
that expert witness. See v. Ada County Elections Bd., 135 Idaho 495, 499-500, P.3d 
683-684 (Court was proper exclusion of expert's testimony, 
(citing Roe v. Doe, 129 Idaho 663, 668, 931P.2d657, 662 (Ct.App.1996)); see also "A," 
Order Setting Jury Trial at ii 5 witnesses not accordance with 
the Order will be excluded trial). 
Plaintiffs expert disclosures were due on March 3, 2012. See "A," Order Setting 
Trial at 411 s. On March 13, 2012, Northern received Plaintiffs "expert "See Pl 's. 
Supp. Discl. Witnesses, attached hereto as Exhibit "B." Therei11, intends to 
call Lenore Katri and to state 
the opinions of each expert, what specific data each expert would relying on or H . .tvucu specific 
to be used by each I.R.C.P. 26(b)(4)(A)(i). 
With regard to Katri, Plaintiffs disclosure lists fourteen (14) issues on wbch is 
expected to testify. See "B," Pl 's. Supp. Disc!. Witnesses at 2-4. However, Plaintiff 
disclosure only posed "issues" that Katri is expected to testify on, leaving out what 
DEFENDANT NORTHERN TITLE'S MEMORANDUM IN 
SUPPORT TO EXCLUDE LENORE KATRI AND GREGORY KELLEY 
Case No. CV-09-183 
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actual 
was 
See 
as 
,, 
was made, na.1Ile1y on 
to never seen In forming 
little to anyone case, not even much to 
See ,, 10, 
to 
her deposition, and certainly not rlli1ety See Ex. "C," 
more 
" 's. Supp. 
record discloses disclosure was served before his 
she had not even 
some lil See Ex. " Katri at 
115:1-15. 
was taken by Northern Title on 14, 2012. By time, 
not produced any documents or made disclosures to elucidate Katri's opinions. 
Mid-way through her deposition, Katri revealed hvo large stacks documents from under 
DEFEJ\'DA.l\'T NORTHERN TITLE'S MEMORANDUM IN 
SUPPORT TO EXCLl.JDE LENORE KATRI AND GREGORY KELLEY 
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Page 4 
9, 
We haven't really discussed me 
Yes. 
. And so are documents that on 
KATRI: Yes. 
"Depa. Katri at 54:3-10. 
totaled seven 
r>nnrt•-,,.,., &"'ld sixteen (71 pages. This unfair practice was preserved on the where 
documents produced by Plaintiff and relied on by Katri were entered as deposition ~"~~~" 
Plaintiffs inadequate and late disclosure of Gregory was equally 
Supplemental Disclosures 
Setting Jury Trial and Rule 26(b)(4)(A)(i). Just as he did 
"issues" Kelley is expected to testify on: 
Mr. vvill testify as to the present and value of the subject 
property, and its diminished value resulting from exclusion of the east 
side. analysis will include a valuation of the property as a whole, 
including the acreage on the east side, compared to its diminished 
whole without the west side acreage. will also testify as to the 
the excluded west side property by itself. analysis may also include 
valuation of portions of the property that was part of the purchase and sale 
agreement that was conveyed to Mr. Cummings that fact was owned by 
differed parties than the seller. M..r. Kelley's testimony will be based on 
appraisal and evaluation of the property, a written report of which he is in 
the process of preparing and which be available mid to late April. 
will review pertinent materials, i.e. the various legal descriptions and 
other relevant records to his a..rialysis. 
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out 
,, 
's. at not reveal 
disclosures were served before ever formed 
Plaintiff states that Kelley opine on 
"diminished value" separated east and west properties. 's. Supp. 
Witnesses at 4. however, 
"no be detected. Depa. 
was 
2 did s appraisal 
report. attached hereto as ,, but 
provided none Report, attached as 
next day on for Kelley's deposition, Northern received a new version 
report. See Ex. ,, Depa. at 
Title has been prejudiced as a result failure to 
disclosures. the Order Setting Jury Trial, Title's expert disclosures were rebuttal 
nature. Specifically, Plaintiffs disclosures were due 35 days before Defendant's expert report. 
See Ex. "A," Order Setting Jwy Trial at if 5. In Complaint, Plaintiff paints with a broad brush 
the various duties a...11d breaches alleged against Northern Title. Where Plaintiff's disclosure of 
DEFENDA,~T NORTHER."!\' TITLE'S MEMORANDUM IN 
SUPPORT TO EXCLUDE LENORE KATRI .A.ND GREGORY KELLEY 
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I wa11t to out the fact that we were not provided 
Kelley's report late yesterday, and even that was simply a draft report. 
addition to that, we were given Mr. Kelley's final report today, the 
mornL.11g the deposition. Additionally, we had not been provided any 
documents for Katri's deposition, which was taken earlier today. 
"Depa. at 1 14. June 14, 2012, Plaintiff should have sense 
disclosures. 
failed to make expert disclosures in accordance with Rule 
Setting Jury Trial. ""''p"'~r Northern Title is also cognizant of its currently pending 
to make own late therefore, 
expert Craig Warren - on 
grounds for rules are not a one-way street. extent 
to experts on the basis of untimely and/or late 
the door swings both and Plaintiffs experts should also be excluded. 
KATRI IS NOT QUALIFIED TO PROVIDE TESTIMO:NY ON 
DUTIES A.~1) OBLIGATIONS OF A TITLE OFFICER, ·wHERE SHE HA.S 
RECEfVED LITTLE TO NO SPECIFIC TRAil'-.aNG A1'1) HAS NEVER 
WORKED IN TITLE DEPARTMENT OR AS OFFICER. 
own 
Idalia has not adopted the Daubert standard regarding reliability and releva.rice of an 
expert witness. See Weeks v. Eastern Idaho Health Services, 143 Idalio 834, 838, 153 P.3d 11 
1184 (Idal10 2007)Id. (citing Swallow v. Emergency Med. of Idaho, 138 Idalia 589, 595 n. 1, 
P.3d 68, 74 (2003)). Rather, "t.1-ie question under the evidence rule is simply whether the 
knowledge will assist the trier of fact." Id. Even still, an expert opinion that is speculative, 
DEFENDANT NORTHER1'1 TITLE'S MEMORANDUM IN 
SUPPORT TO EXCLUDE LENORE Kt\.TRI AI'ID GREGORY KELLEY 
Case No. CV-09-183 
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lS 
1 
or relevance 
the witness to be "qualified" as an expert. requires assistance 
scientific, technical or specialized k:i.1owledge, 
knowledge, skill, training, or education." 
is not a prerequisite, "there must be a demonstration that some 
type of training or experience, the necessary Pv1nP7'1"• to render the proffered 
opinion. "' State v. 146 Idaho App. 
Additionally, a witness be to 
professional field but not others." Id. (citing v. 136 210, 3, 
1 (Idaho 
Katri be qualified to on an escrow 
she lacks the expertise necessary to opine on the and obligations of a title officer. 
Plaintiff plans to over of Katri's testimony focus on and obligations a 
officer. include a duty to (1) complete to fae real estate purchase 
contract. See Supp. Discl. (Katri 
believes this duty is required by an escrow and a title officer). 
have Katri testify on a title insurer's duty to (2) ~~.vu.~ an insured of property that is encumbered or 
does not belong to the seller; (3) not issue a title policy months after closing even when relying on 
the explicit instructions of the insured; not a 
DEFENDANT NORTHERN TITLE'S MEMORAl'<llUM: IN 
SUPPORT TO EXCLUDE LENORE KATRI AND GREGORY KELLEY 
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policy that contains a legal description 
estate 
an 
a " s. at 3, 
11-13. 
is not on a 
escrow matters 
as an escrow at 9:1 
1 title officers comes chiefly from 
you tell me, 
when it comes to 
expenence 
to a to 
been limited. 
you 
the 
"there must be a demonstration that 
or expenence, 
" v. l Idaho 77, 82-83, l 
has thirty-four years (34) years "in the 
reveals Katri is not "C," Depa. Katri at 1 
working department, what did you mean 
DEFENDANT NORTHER'f'll TITLE'S MEMORANDUM IN 
SUPPORT TO EXCLUDE LENORE KATRI AND GREGORY KELLEY 
Case No. CV-09-183 
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a 
you exactly the property 
against the property. 
department, a...rid that's where you base 
sure you get title your buyer. 
BERGMAN: would that? 
~I\ TRI: The title department does that 
title depfu"trnent, okay. So you 
facilitate gathering of information to make sure at 
everything was ready to go? 
"Depa. Katri at 16:15-24; 1 0. of her 
solely as escrow officer. at 13:5- · 14:7-1 
every place that worked, escrow 
"C," Depo. Katri at 26 16. 
regulations policies a officer, 
now, as we talked about all it looks like your 
over the last 34 years has been as an escrow officer; correct? 
KA TRI: 
BERGMAN: Did you ever work directly in the title insurance department 
of these different companies? 
DEFENDA.~T NORTHERN TITLE'S MEMORANDUM IN 
SUPPORT TO EXCLUDE LENORE KATRI A_ND GREGORY KELLEY 
Case No. CV-09-183 
Page 10 
worked 
Escrow officers. 
BERGMAN: So when it comes to real expertise 
to the u_nderwriter for guidai.11ce on 
Normally, I would to 
have any questions, faey \Vill to 
"Depa. Katri at 28: 15; 29: 
While Katri now holds 
is not indicative of 
KATRI: That's 
escrow officer. 
BERGMi\..cN: 
KATRI: Yes. 
BERGMAN: Is 
but a principal? 
KATRI: Yes. 
expenence as a 
being 
on 
8. 
at 
State 
for 
to have a 
the 
And 
records? 
- - or not a 
Ex. "C," Depa. Katri at 26:14-22. never worked directly in a 
as president of Mountain Title Escrow does not do so now. See 
DEFENDANT NORTHERN TITLE'S MEMORA .. I~DUM IN 
SUPPORT TO EXCLUDE LENORE KATRI AND GREGORY KELLEY 
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a 
they 
and her 
department, and even 
at 30:1-3. 
duties a title 
a a 
officer must do to properly prepare that 
look like to they [Northern 
BERGiviA.N: Okay. And when you say "they," do you mean it 
Northern was getting ready to their commitment? 
LA. TRI: Yes, their title department. 
BERGM,.~"": Have you reviewed these 
page? 
LATRl: 
did review 
not 
first 
. What would you need to be able to that, or can do that? 
Well, I'm not a officer, so I would not be able to do 
It. 
are 
"C," at 59:8-25. Similarly, when \:vhat sorts of she received on 
L.-inposed procedures and standards Katri answered "[w]ell, not a 
officer, so I wouldn't do any training on title " at 143:3-12. 
The Supreme Court ofidaho held that a 'Witness "may be qualified to render opinions about 
some Lhings withh1 a particular professional field but not others." Id. (citing State v. Eytchison, 136 
Idaho 210, 213, 30 P.3d 888, 991 (Idaho App. 2001)). Here, while Katri may be qualified to 
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on is not 
v. 
upheld the exclusion 11 
5,620, 7P.2d1033,1 7(Idaho 
practical 
Hosek not the specific knowledge to him as an expert 
as Jerome Thriftway, Katri the specific knowledge necessary to on the 
and obligations imposed upon a title insurer: 
BERGM~N: Ms. Katri, 
regulations governing escrow officers; correct? 
govemmg 
Probably not as much. 
BERGMAl'\f: why not? 
"C," Katri at 165:7-16. 
~~u,,~~~~ intends to have Ms. Lenore Katri testify on the detailed duties and 
imposed upon a title insurer. However, the record reveals that Katri is not qualified to testify on 
the specific duties and obligations of a title officer. Wnile she has worked for many 
business," her position has been strictly limited to that of an escrow officer. Her knowledge, 
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to 
are 
nature not to a11 "'.:hat area. 
Rule 
over 
own 
is also . Therefore, extent 
disclosures, 
solely 
department, 
practical 
on that topic. 
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to exclude Northern 
the exclusion 
been separate. Vi/bile 
s 
experts be 
DEFENDA,1''T NORTHERN TITLE'S MEMORANDUM IN 
BradH~ 
K. Bergma.11 
Attorneys for Defendant 
SUPPORT TO EXCLUDE LENORE K1'.TRI AND GREGORY KELLEY 
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athan M. Olsen 
Petersen Moss Hall & 
485 "E" Street 
Idaho Ida_ho 83402 
Budge 
Flaig 
RACINt, OLSON, 
BAlLEY,CfLARTERED 
P.O. Box 1391; 201 Center 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1 1 
J. Collaer 
A ... 11derson Julian & 
250 S. 5th Street, 700 
PO Box 7426 
Boise, Idaho 83707-7426 
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x ] . S. Mail/Postage 
Hac11d Delivery 
Overnight Mail 
] Facsimile (208-524-3391) 
x J 
[ x U.S. MailiPostage 
Delivery 
J Ovemig,_lit Mail 
[ ] Facsimile (435-752-6301) 
[ x 
[ x ] . S. Mail/Postage 
[ ] Delivery 
] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile (208-344-551 
[ x ] 
EXHIBIT ''A'' 
DISTRICT COURT 
COURT 
SIXT.ti JUDICIAL CLERK 
STATE ID.AHO, FOR THE COUNTY OF BE9fif ~Ak£ CASE 
Register# CV-2009-0000183 
STEVEN CUMMJNGS, 
Plaintiff, 
-vs-
ROGER L STEPHENS, 
NORTHERN TITLE COMP A.1-{Y 
JOHN DOES I - X, 
Defendants. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
IDAHO, INC,) 
) 
) 
) 
NORTHERN TITLE COMP ANY OF IDAHO, INC,) 
Third Party Plaintiff, ) 
-vs-
DOROTHY S .fl.JUAN, 
EV AN E SKINNER, 
RYANL. OLSEN, 
EXIT REALTY OF BEAR LAKE, 
JOHN DOES 1-X 
Third Party Defendants, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
ORDER SETTING JURY TRIAL 
TRIAL DATE. This mat'"i.er is set for JURY TRIAL on the 3151 day July, 2012, 
HOUR OF 9:00 A.M., in the Bear Lake County Courthouse, Paris, Idaho. .All deadlines 
listed below shall applv to the trial setting listed above. The parties should plan to try the case on 
that date. ,A continuance of the trial date 'Shall occur oruy upon written Motion or Stipulated Motion 
Case No. CV-2009-0000183 
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to. the Court which clearly states reasons 
request or stipulation has been discussed agreed to the pany(ies ). An 
continuing the trial date to the backup trial date will not alter the deadlines set forth 
except for good cause shown. 
PRE-TRIAL CONFERENCE. No pre-trial conference 'Will be held unless requested any 
party in vvriting at least 30 days prior to trial and ordered by the Court. Pursuant to I.R.CP. 16(e), 
in lieu of a pre-trial conference, counsel for the parties (or the pa..'i:ies if they are 
represented) are ORDERED to meet and/or confer the purpose of preparing a 
Stipulation, which shall be submitted to the Court at least 21 · days prior to Trial, and shall include: 
(A) A statement that all exhibits to be offered at trial have been provided to all ot.1-ier 
parties and attaching an Exhibit List of alt exhibits to be offered at trial by both parties. 
The Exhibit List shall indicate: · 1) by whom t.'1.e ex.ltlbit is :being offered, 2) a 
description of the exhibit, 3) whether the parties have stipulated to its admission, and if 
not, 4) the legal grounds for any objection. If any exhibit includes a summary of other 
documents, such as medical expense records, to be offered pursuant to I.R.E. 1006, the 
summary shall be attached to the Stipulation. 
(B) A statement whether depositions or any discovery responses vvill be offered in lieu 
of live testimony, and a list of what vvill actually be offered, the manner in which such 
evidence will be presented, and the legal grounds for any objection to any such offer. 
(C) A list of the names and addresses of.all witnesses which· each party intends to call 
to . testify at trial, including anticipated rebuttal or impeachment witnesses. Expert 
witnesses shall be identified as such. The Stipulation should also identify whether any 
witness' testiIDony will be objected to its entirety and the legal grounds therefore. 
(D) A brief non-argumentative summary of the factual nature of the case. The purpose 
of the summary is to provide an overview of the case for the jury and is to be included 
in pre-proof instrl.lctions to the jury, unless found inappropriate by the Court 
A statement that counsel have, in good faith, discussed settlement unsuccessfully 
and/or completed mediation unsuccessfully, if mediation was ordered by the Court 
(F) A statement that all pre-trial discovery procedures under LR.C.P. 26 to 37 have 
been complied vvith and all discovery responses supplemented as required by the rules 
to reflect facts known to the date of the Stipulation. 
(G) A statement of all issues of fact and law which remain to be litigated, listing which 
Case No. CV-2009-0000183 
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bas the burden to each 
A list of any stipulated admissions of fact, which will llillle"--essary 
(I) A list of any orders requested by the parties which will expedite the trial. 
A statement as to whether counsel require more than 30 minutes per party for voir 
dLi-e or opening statement and, if so, an explanation of the reason more time is needed. 
(3) MOTIONS TO ADD NEW PARTIES OR AMEND PLEADINGS shall be filed no later 
than 60 days after the date of this Order. 
(4) DISCOVERY must be served and completely resoonded to at least 60 days prior to trial. 
This includes supplementation of discovery responses required by 1.RC.P. 26(e), unless good cause 
is shown for late supplementation. Discovery requests must be responded to in a timely way as 
required by the LR.C.P. The deadlines contained in this Order cannot be used as a basis or reason 
for failing to timely respond to or supplement properly served discovery, including requests for 
disclosure of witnesses and/or trial exhibits. Discovery disputes will not be heard by the Court 
without the written certification required by LRC.P. 37(a)(2). 
(5) "WITNESS DISCLOSURE. Except as previously disclosed in responses to discovery 
requests, Plaintiff shall disclose all fact and expert witnesses no later than 140 days before trial. 
Defendants shall disclose their fact and expert witnesses no later than 1 05 days before trial. 
' - -
Rebuttal witnesses sl1all be disclosed no later than 70 days before &pert witnesses shall be 
disclosed in the manner and with the specificity required by LR.C.P. 26(b)(4)(A)(i). Witnesses not 
..... "'"''"'"""""" in responses to discovery and/or as required herein will be excluded at trial, unless 
allowed by the Court interest of justice. 
(6) MOTIONS. DISPOSITIVE MOTIONS, and responses thereto, shall comply in all 
~~ with I.RC.P. 56 and be filed no later than 90 days before trial. ALL OTHER 
MOTIONS, including any Motion in Limine, shall be filed and heard by the Court no later than 30 
days before trial. One duplicate Judge~s Copy of all Motions, and any opposition thereto, 
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chambers in Bannock County. All the duplicates must be stamped "Judge's Copy" to 
confusion with the original pleading. other pleadings, notices, etc., should be filed the 
Clerk without copies to the Court's chambers. 
TRIAL BRIEFS. Trial briefs are encouraged but not required.. submitted, trial briefs 
should address substantive factual, legal and/or evidentiary issues the pEU1:ies believe a..'"e likely to 
arise during the trial, with appropriate citation to llllthority. A.ny trial brief should be exchanged 
between the parties and submitted to the Court, including a duplicate Judge's Copy submitted to 
chambers in Bannock County, no later than 10 days prior to trial.. 
(8) PRE-MARKED EXHIBITS AJ''ffi AN EXHIBIT LIST IN THE FORM ATTACHED 
HERETO shall be exchanged between the parties and filed with the Court no later than 10 days 
prior to trial. Each party shall also lodge with the Court at chambers a duplicate completed exhibit 
list toget1er with one complete, duplicate marked set of that party's proposed exhibits for the 
Colli"t's use during the trial. Unless otherwise ordered, Plaintiff shall identify eYJnbits beginning 
with the letter "A" and the Defendant shall identify exhibits beginning with the number 
(9) JURY INSTRUCTIONS. Proposed jury instructions and verdict requested by any 
party shall be prepared in conformity with I.R.C.P. Sl(a), except that t.'iey shall be filed with the 
Court and exchanged between the parties at least 7 days prior to trial. Except for good cause 
shown, proposed ju.i-y instructions should conform to the pattern Id.a.ho Jury Instructions (IDJI) 
approved by the Idaho S11preme Court. In addition to submitting written proposed instructions that 
comply with Rule Sl(a), the parties shall also submit both a clean version and a version cited 
authority by e-mail to the Court's Clerk, in Word format, at least 7 days prior to trial. Certain 
•<stock" instructions need not be submitted. These will typically include IDJI LOO, 1.01, 1.03, 
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Ll 1, L1 Ll5.1, 1. 1 
agree on the basic instruction giving the jury a short, statement of the claims, per 
matter, the mediation shall comply \Vith LR.C.P. 16(k). Mediation must be held no later than 
30 days prior to trial. 
(11) TRIAL PROCEDURES. A total ofTHREE (3) days have been reserved for this 
If the parties believe that more trial days will be required, pa.."iies are ORDERED to notify the 
Court of this request no less than 60 days prior to trial. On the first day of trial, counsel shall report 
to the Court's chambers at 8:30 a.m. for a brief status conference. Unless otherwise ordered, or as 
modified during trial as necessary, trial days will begin at 9:00 a.m. and close at or about 3:00 
two 20 minute recesses taken at approximately 11 :00 a..m. and l p.m. 
(12) HEARINGS OR COl\TERENCES WITH THE COURT. All meetings, conferences, 
and/or heari..ngs with the Court shall be scheduled advance with the Court's Clerk by 208-
945-2208, ext 23. No hearing shall be noticed without contacting the 
(13) ALTERNATE JUDGES. Notice is hereby given, pursuant to LRC.P. 40(d)(l)(G), that an 
alternate judge may be assigned to preside over the trial of tllls case, if the current presiding judge is 
unavailable. The of potential alternate judges is: 1) Honorable Peter McDermott; 
Honorable Stephen S. Dunn; 3) Honorable :Mitchell W. Brown; 4) no110nible 
Woodland; 5) Honorable Richard T. St 
DATEDJanuary27,2012. ~ . . . # ~ -
~~ 
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District Judge 
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H. 
CERTIFICATE SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the day of January, 2012, I served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing document upon each of the following individuals in the manner 
indicated. 
PLAINTIFF ATTORJ\'EY: 
Nathan M Olsen 
485 "E" Street 
Idaho Falls ID 
(208) 524-3391 
DEFENDANTS ATTORJ\'EY: 
Randall C. Budge 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello ID 83204 
Brad H Beamson 
399 North Main, Suite 270 
Logan UT 84321 
(435) 752-6301 
Phillip John Collaer 
POBox 7426 
Boise ID 83707 
(208) 344-5510 
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Deputy &!erk 
O Faxed 
0 Hand Delivered 
~Mailed 
D Faxed 
D Hand Delivered 
K Mailed 
D Faxed 
0 Hand Delivered 
Mailed 
D Faxed 
0 Hand Delivered 
Mailed 
EXHIBIT ''B'' 
2 IS:GS FROM-
Nathan M. Olsen, 
PETERSEN Moss HALL & 
485 ''Elf Street 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402 
Telephone: (208) 523-4650 
Facsimile: (208) 524-3391 
#7373 
T-940 P.DOZ/009 F-090 
IN DISTRICT COURT OF THE JUDICIAL DISTIUCT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR 
STEVEN CUMMfr.TGS, fill 
residing in Montana, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
ROGER L STEPHENS, an individual ) 
residing in Providence, Utah, JOHN DOES ) 
I-X, ) 
Defendants. 
) 
) 
Jn addition to fact and expert '1,11,ritnesses 
expert vvitnesses may called at trial: 
Lenore Katri 
Presidorit 
Mountain West & Escrow 
390 W. Sunnyside Road, Ids.ho Falls, ID 83402 
PLAlNT.IF.F'S sr.J?PLE:MENT At DISCLOSURE OF WITNESSES • I 
CV-2009-183 
PLAINTIFF'S SIJPPLEMENTAL 
DISCLOSURE OF WITh"ESSES 
IAAR-13-ZOlZ 16:03 FROM- i-840 P.OQ3/00S F-090 
has been title & escrow industry for yef!!s and has been the 
Morunt:ainWest Title & Escrow, au. Idaho-licensed escrow agency, in Idaho Falls, Idaho since 
Ms. Katri with to the Idaho standards for title and escrow companies, as 
established law; regulation and by long standing industry practices. She will provide her 
of the conduct of the Defendant Norr.hem Title Company, before during and after the 
subject real estate purchase c1osed. She vvill also discuss the standard procedures and documertt 
prf:parat1ton that a title and escrow company is required to follow, and will analyze actions 
North.em Title, including the numerous anomalies. Her testimony will be based on the 
..... ,, ..... J and testimony on the record obtained in t.'1-iis case, Issiies that will be discussed in Ms. 
and testimony the follo"Wing: 
1) Northern to complete the according to the explicit 
of Vir'ritten purchase and agreement. 
2) North.em Title's duty to follow the instt·uctions obligations of the 
closing and escrow agreement. 
N ortbem Title's duty to seek the Mitten approval 
ing any of the terms rhe contract or deed. 
both parties before 
N ort..hem Title 1 s duty to the buyer or insured of any property cor•tarnea 
wit.11in the comract's legal description that does not belong to the seller, or is 
othervvise encumbered. 
5) N orthem Title's duty to record a warranty deed that is consistent with the \Vritten 
purchase agreement. 
PLAINTIFF'S SVPPLEME1'.i'TAL DISCLOSURE OF WITNESSES· 2 
() 
MAR-1:-201z 18:03 
8) 
FROM-
Northern dury to not it 
vvithout explicit authorization from both 
That modifications by Northern Title made to the 
any way, shape or form. as merely correcting a "scriveners error!' 
Wlle".her it is appropriate to a title policy more months after 
transaction closed, including whether a title company justified delaying that 
policy because it cla1."'1ls that it was waiting from instruction from buyer to deed the 
property to a trust. 
Whether it is appropriate for Northern Title to issue a a 
description that is different from the title com.IDJtment and purchase and 
agreement, and afi:er direction to the policy according to 
contract and title commitment. 
Northern Title's duty to remain a neutral party as escrow and closing SJld to 
disclose any actual or perceived .... .., •. u.u.vc;;i 
11) Nori.hem Title's fiduciary duty toward its insured, particular 
aware of a potential 
it has become 
12) Northern Title's duty not to 
has been a 
13) Northern Title~s duty to properly respond to and remedy its insured when it has 
become aware tbar there is a defect in the property insured. 
PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL DfSCLOSURE OF Vl!TNESSES • 3 
Z I a :03 FROM-
of Norr.hem 
per for 
Gregory Kelley 
Kelley Real Estate Appraisers 
520 W 15th St# 100 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
T-840 P.005/009 F-090 
to ex?":mise as it to the COIIdUCt 
She be compensated $50 
available for thti rescheduled trial. Mr. Kelley will testify as to the present and future value of the 
subject property, its diminished value from the exclusion of t.'ie east side. His 
including the acreage on the east side. 
compared to its dhninl.shed. value as a whole without the west side acreage. He will also testify as 
to the value of the excluded west side property by itself. His analysis may also include valuation 
of portions of the property t.i.a.t was part of the purchase and sale agreement that was conveyed to 
Cummings in fact was 0V11D.ed by different parties than the seller. Mr. Kelleis iestimony 
vv:ill be based on appraisal and evaluation of the property, a written report of which he is in the 
process of preparing and which will be available m.id to la.re April. He will review pertineru 
materials, Le, va..rious legal descriptions and any other relevant records to his a:oalysis. 
Mr. Kelley's qualifications and experience are attached and incorporated herein as exhibit 
" He will be paid $3,500 for the appraisal and $125 per hour for testimony. He has not testified 
in a case in the last fou:r years. 
PLAINTIFF'S S!JPPLRN.IBNTAL DISCLOSURE 0.F WTTNESSES - 4 
3-ZOIZ 16:!14 FROM- i·940 P. H90 
right to for 
be learned tbrough discovery a.'ld 
reserves any 
Defenda:n:rs. 
day 
PETE., Moss~~ OLSEN 
. ~ 
Nathan M. Olsen 
PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLffiv:IENTAL PISCLOSURE OF WI'rl\1ESSES - S 
MAR-13-ZO!Z 16:04 FROM- T-840 P.OOT/009 F-090 
OF 
I hereby certify that I am a duly licensed attorney in with 
in Idaho Falls, Idaho~ and that on the 13m day of I served a true correct 
of the foregoing document on the persons lh;ted below by class mail> with co!Tect 
postage thereon, or by causL."lg the same to be 
Persons Served: 
Randall Budge, Esq. 
RACINE 0!..SONNYE B'CJPGR & BAXLEY 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83402~ l 
FAX: (20t) 232-6 l 09 
Brad Beam.son, Esq. 
13-eA.RNSON & CALD\VELL 
399 N. Main Street, Ste. 
Logan, Utah 84321 
FAX: (435) 7S2-fi301 
Phillip l Collaer> Esq. 
Brian K. Jul~ Esq. 
ANDERSON, JULIAN & HULL LLP 
C.W. Moore Plaza 
250 South Fifth Street, S !lite 700 
P .0. Box 7426 
Boise) Idaho 83707~7426 
FAX: (208) 344-5510 
Honorable David C. Nye 
P.O. Box.4165 
Pocatello, Idaho 83205 
FAX: (208) 235-74IS 
PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMCNT AL DISCLOSURE OF \VTINESSES 6 
accordance S(b), LR.C.P. 
Method of Service: 
( ) mail ( ) hand (vf rax 
Att(Jrneys for L. Stepht!ns 
( ) ( ) hand ( v?f'ax 
( ) mail ( ) h~'td {v:("fux 
Attorneys for Dorothy Julian, 
Skinner, Ryan Olsen, Realty 
of Bear Lcike, LLC 
Nathan M. Olsen 
I 
FROM- i-840 P.008/COS F-090 
GREGORY G. l(ELLEY 
Idaho Certified General Appraiser: 
Wyoming Certified General Real Estate Appraiser: #369 
Past President, Ida.ho/Utah Chapter, ASFMRA 
, ..... ,~-...... EDUCATION: 
Shelley High School, Shelley~ Idaho 
Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah 
Dtah Technical College, Provo, Utah 
IITSTORY: 
Construction Coordinator, Three Fountain$ ofldaho Falls· 1976-1978 
Self Employed; Building Contractor • 1977-1980 
Administrator; OHC Dental Group • 1980-1985 
Appraiser - Kelley Real Estate Appraisers, !.nc:. • 1985-Presenr 
APPRAISAL EDUCATION & TR.AIN1N'G: 
Residential Appraisal Course; EIVTS, !daho Falls 1977 
Report Writing Seminar; Bozema:n, Montana ASFMRA 1985 
Appraisal Course; University of Oklahoma, 1986 AIREA # lA· l 
Appraisal Course; Universicy of Oklahoma., 1986 AlREA # lA-2 
Right-of-Way Training; Idaho Transportation Dept. Boise, Idaho· 1986 
Mathematics of Finance Seminar, Twin Falls, ID ASFMRA 1988 
Appraisal Course; ?hoe~ Arizona, ASFMRA # A-20, 1988 
Sales Analysis Seminar, ldaho Falls, ID ASFMRA, 1989 
Standards of Professional Practice & Ethics, AIRE.A, Boiset Idaho 1990 
Appraisal Course: Wichita, Kansas, ASF:M'.RA # A-30, l 991 
Certification School, Burley, ID, ASF~ # A-45, April 1991 
Idaho Certified General Appraiser Exam, CGA # 32, June l 99 l 
Highest and Best Use Seminar; Boise, Idaho, ASFMRA. January 1993 
FIR.REA Update· August 1994, Various Appraisal Seminars 
Standards & Ethics, ASFMR.A; Jackpot, NV, May 95 
Rural Residential Appraisal Seminar, Jackpot, 1'.t'V ASFMRA, May 1997 
Conservation Easement Seminar, Denver, CO, ASFMRA, November 1998 
Federal Land Exchange & Acquisition, Nashville, TN, ASFMRA, November 
Income Approac~ Discount:ing & Leasing, Jackpot, NV ASFMRA, May 2003 
Appraising Land i:n Transition Seminar, Jackpot N\r ASFMRA, May 2004 
USP AP Update Course, Idaho Falls, ID ASFM'RA, January 2005 
Water Rights Seminar, Idaho Falls, ID; ID/UT Chapter ASFMRA, January 2005 
Livestock Ranch Appraisal Seminar, Jackpot, NV ASFMRA, May 2005 
Various Current .Appraisal Topic Seminar, Boise, ID; ID/UT ASF!vlRA,. January 2006 
USP AP Update Course, Twin Falls, ID ASFMRA, January 2006 
~ EXHIBIT 
1 A'' 
" 
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Code of Ethics, ASFMRA, 2006 
Understanding Conservation Easements, Atlanta, GA 
Government Appraisal Seminar, Atlanta, GA ASFMRA, February 
Recreational Properties Seminar, Atlanta, GA ASFMRA, Februa.ry 2007 
2008 Appraisal Requirements, Atlanra, GA ASF:iv.m.A. February 
Understanding tbe Next Farm Bil~ Atlanta, GA .A..SFMRA, Febrna.ry 2007 
Mining Seminar, Jackpot, N'V ASFMRA; May 2007 
Timber Seminar, Jackpot, NV ASF1v1RA, May 2007 
Yellow Book Seminar, Boise, ID Appraisal 1Tu>"titute, October 2007 
T-840 p 
1031 Exchange Seminar, Salt Lake City, UT, Realtors Land Instir:ute, January 
Darn Analysis Seminar, Jackpot, r{V ASFMR.A, May 2008 
Cost Estimadng Seminar, Jackpot, l:\'V ASFMR..A.., May 2008 
USP AP Update Course, Idaho Falls, ID; ASFMRA.; Janua:y 2009 
Various Current Appraisal Topic Seminar, Idaho Falls, ID; AS'FMI<.A; January 2009 
Wind Power & Conservation Easement Seminars, Boise, ID; ASFMRA, January 
USP AP Update Course, Las Vegas, 1','V; Appraisal l11Stitute1 January 2011 
Appraisal ofNursing Home Facilities; On-line Course; Appraisal Institute, April 
USPAP Update: Course, Logan, UT; ASFMRA, January 2012 
APPRAISAL ASSIGNMENTS INCLUDE THE FOLLO\Vl'.NG CLIENTS: 
Attorneys Major Le!nding Institutions 
Accountants Transfer Companies 
Major Oil Companies The Natu:re Conservancy 
City ofidaho Falls City of Pocatello 
City of Driggs Idaho Dept ofFish & Grune 
Idaho State Land Dept. Idaho Transportation Dept. 
Bureau of Land Management Bureau of Reclamation 
Intern.al Revenue Service Small Business Adw.inistration 
U.S. Forest Service Farmers Home Administration 
f_D.I.C. Resolution Trust Corporation 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Utah Power and Light 
Banks and Insurance Companies Idaho Dept. Parks & Recreation 
Teton Regional Land Trust Union Paci.lie Railroad 
Various other government agencies, companies and indiv.iduals 
EXHIBIT ''C'' 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF T;{E OF IN AND FOR THE BEA.R LAKE 
STEVEN CUMMINGS, an 
Pl ti:f, 
vs. Case No. CV-2009-183 
ROGER L. STEPHENS, an 
::-es e, Utah, DEPOSITION OF 
NORTHERl~ TITLE COMPF~~v OF IDAH0 1 LENORE KlHRI 
INC., I ion, JOHN JCJNE 14, 2012 
DOES I-X, 
De s. 
ion cont to next page) 
REPORTED BY: 
TIFFANY FISHER, CSR No. 979 1 RPR 
Notary Public 
9 
Lenore Katri 6/14/2012 
A. I 
3 Q. at? 
4 Eureka excuse me. McKinleyville, 
s ifornia. 
6 Q. I 1 m ly rn 
ifornia~ 
8 A. Oh. 
9 Q. d you to coll ? 
10 T had two years of SS coll ..L 7\ .n. • 
Q. did you get a t, o::::-
:2 was it of 1 a - -
13 A. Just a 
14 Q. it a I or d just classes? 
Just d classes. 
16 Q. You underst you 1 re capacities 
17 regarding title insurance and escrow; correct? 
18 A. 
19 Q. Can you l me, to that, what 
20 cial kind of training rece it comes 
2l to be a title 1 s start with that one. 
22 A. In the title business, it 1 s ly hard to say 
that you go to a school to learn bus SS. So it 1 s 
24 mainly on-the-job 
25 Q. So can you recall any classes that you 1 ve been 
208-345 9611 M & M COURT REPORTING SERVICE, INC. 800-234-96 l 
/6 
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Lenore Ka~ri 6/14 Ol2 
lA. to a few 
I 1 ve the ss for t 34 
4 's seminars that 
5 to, to learn cert and up on changes 
SS. 
7 Q. d 1 ve 
8 s? 
9 A. 34. 
10 Q. 34. 
Over the t 34 on an annual 
lS, of ten d se ? 
A. once a 
14 Q. What of ics would Se 
cover? 
16 A. Lots of dif reJt A lot of them are 
easements, 1031 tax f exchanges, just 
18 general escrow iness-type things. 
19 Q. Now, these things, they cover escrow matters, 
d? 
A. Some, um-hmm. 
22 MR. Excuse me. Make sure when vou J. 
23 answer, say 11 s. I! The 11 um-hmm, n 11 hmm-umsn 
24 MR. Thank you. Sorry. 
25 Q. (BY MR. BERGM..Z\.N) So you just testified 
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1 r ~o 
17 
some of 
Q 
.~. 
Q 
the 
7'. 
~-:.. 
Q. 
And 
I 
7' 
r.. 
Q. 
when you 
me p 
A. 
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cover escrow matters? 
Do some of co-ver title ma.tters? 
Is it kind or even lit or focused one 
r? 
It's probab 
Now, 1 ve 
testif i 
I 1 m Yo:i 
Yes. 
Can 1 ~ .L CL 
first start 
SS of 
I was a 
even. 
moved 
moved to 
to me 
s 
to 
I 
ss for 34 
1991. 
from 
t 
T I: t-
.L i._rs~ st 
n to 
call Eureka tle Company. It was a p 
company, by an att I worked for 
11 
is eight 
19 then I moved out of town of to 
20 Santa Rosa 1 went to wo Ticor tle Santa Rosa. 
21 Q. How do you spell Ticor? 
22 A. T-I-C-0-R. 
23 Q. That was Santa Rosa? 
24 A. I worked for branch off ice r. ir 
25 ma office was in Santa Rosa. 
208-345-9611 M & M COURT REPORTING SERVICE, INC. 800-234 9611 
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3 Q. first place was Eureka Title. I 
4 I the word 11 
5 When tle 1 t was 
6 position there? 
7 A. Escrow officer. 
s Q. Escrow officer? 
9 A. Um-hmm. 
10 Q. Was that a supervi position or was 
i1 it a 
12 ~A. No. 
Q. No? 
A. In t 
15 Q. Okay. So were training? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. As an escrow officer, what were ies 
18 ? 
19 A. ·ro open t tructions, work 
20 tors 1 work th title department, and 
-;1 P""'.,,..fO - rh f · l 1- · ~ ~~ rm ~Le ina cosing. 
22 Q. What was the second to last thing you d? 
rim sorry. You said, nopen orders, t instructions, 
24 wi realtors, 11 and there was one -- and there was 
25 a final 
208 345-9611 M & M COURT REPORTING SERVICE, INC. 800-234-9611 
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MR. us. 
\ 
• J 
M'""' • lK. BERG!VlAI~: 
Q. (BY MR. d 
th ? 
A. Nor just . 
Q. Okay. Did have s same escrow officer 
position 1 eight were at 
tle? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Yes? 
A. Yes. 
Q. you expl to me, what s it mean when 
open 
A. Normally, tors 11 or 1 an 
r tells give you a copy of 
estate contract. So 
buyers sel tells you who s, 
just gives your general information 
is going to 
Q. And, you know, from that point do you wo a 
lot realtors after you get an the 
tors? 
2 08 345- 9611 M & M COURT REPORTING SERVICE, INC. 800-234-9611 
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Q. ruct on se 
A. 
Okay. 
work 
l\. It is. 
Q. How so? 
e 
so you so mentioned 
tors4 
kind of errelated with 1 of ~? ""'. 
P. . Well, they noti you when want 
clos to and if fg any changes. If 
ce changes, us an addendum, that 
kind of 
Q. Now, the title 
you mean ? 
p,,__ Well, the sses or off ices 
I 1 ve worked at, title company or title 
is separate with escrow 
So titling department is t 
prepares your title commitment and tells exactly how 
property stands right now, 1 ion, taxes, 
liens against property. You copy that the 
22 title department, and that 1 s where you base your wo 
23 off of so you can make sure you get clear title r your 
24 buyer. 
25 Q. So when you say you get clear title your 
08 345-9611 M & M COURT REPORTING SERVICE, INC 800-234-9611 
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2 Q. ! as escrow ficer 1 
3 one to toge title tments? 
4 A. No. 
5 Q. Who would do ? 
5 A. title does that. 
7 Q. The title department, okay. 
8 So you would essential facilitate 
9 1 of s informat 
10 was to go? 
A. Yes. 
12 Q. Is there else about oyu1ent 
13 at Title we about 
l4 d ? 
15 No. 
l5 Q. Looking Ticor down Windsor, Cali a, 
you worked for f 
18 your ies the same as were 
19 Eureka or fferent? 
20 A. 
21 Q. Same? lmy fferences? 
A. No, not really. 
Q. Were you a supervisory capaci ? 
24 A. I worked a -person office. I was head 
25 escrow officer there, but it was a small branch. So ... 
208-345 9511 M & M COURT REPORTING SERVICE 1 INC. 8 0-234 9511 
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5 Q. So job was set be le ? 
4 l\. It was~ 
5 Q. Is e someone at cor knew 
6 at lle and tle? 
No. 
8 Q. How did f out t a:id 
9 Title? 
10 A. I sent resume. 
11 Q. So you out were hiring and sent 
resume? 
A. I 1 t even were 
14 Q. I was still 
5 So were at lle Land t 
16 15 What was your posit you were at 
Bonneville tle? 
18 t have some 
::.. 9 s. When you first s re, let 1 s say, what 
21 A. Escrow officer. 
22 Q. Escrow officer? 
23 Um-hmm. 
24 
25 
208-345-96 1 Ivl & M COURT RE?ORTING SERVI CE 1 INC~ BCO 234-961 
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No 
Q. esc~ow officer 
Title 1 were ties any ff erent 
No. 
Q. So were same? 
Just same. 
Q. Now, over s 15- od 
_lle Title, d s 
1 ~ 
.LC 
in 
and 
1 re 
11 position as escrow officer? 
12 A. T d. 
-'-
13 Q. Did ever lffCO sitions? 
14 A. No. 
15 Q. d ever a escrow of :'.::icer? 
l6 ]:i •• I d. I was, yes. 
Q. Now, lg ff erence between an escrow 
18 officer and a head escrow officer? 
19 A. Basically, none. It 1 s all of same work. 
20 Somet s there 1 s a little bit more. 
21 Q. And what would be the little bit more? 
22 A. More files to work on. 
23 Q. But other than that, it 1 s the same work? 
24 A. Yes. 
25 Q. 1 re responsible for other escrow 
22 
2 8-345- M & Iv: COtJRT REPORTING SERVICE, :'.:NC. 800 234 9611 
1 
3 
5 
7 
loyees, if at 
A. 
of 
attorney, 
Q 
T 
..L 
So 
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se se 
1 ? 
se ly at all. owner 
owner of title was an 
ran 
that ent 15 same 
s escrow off ice position? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. I 1 ve you s t now 
11 different companies. 
Were ies lle ,,_ same as 
13 ? 
A. Yes. 
15 Q. No dif:ferences? 
2.6 A. No differences. 
Q. 
18 l\.meri Title, tle 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. was your position tle? 
21 A. crow officer. 
22 Q. Were any changes your position 
worked wi AmeriTitle? 
24 A. No. 
25 Q. Any changes in your duties le you worked 
23 
208-345-96 M & M COURT REPORTING SERVICE, INC. 8 0-234 9611 
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No. 
3 n """. ter Title, did leave 
4 Ameri tle? 
5 I a ter offer. 
6 Q. was s better of from Mount West 
; tle? 
8 Yes. 
9 Q. And how did you on that? 
0 , or approach 
11 ? 
12 me. 
13 Q. How d you? 
me if I was ere st in 
15 a j 
16 Q. Was ff i ties in t 
17 transition between Title and Moun West Title? 
18 A. No. 
19 Q. It was a y transition? 
20 A. Um-
21 Q. Looking ~ t-a.'- Mount West Title, so what year 
22 did you start at Mounta West Title? 
23 A. 2006. 
24 Q. you started at Mountain West Title, 
25 what was your position? 
208-345-9611 M M COURT REPORTING SERVICE, INC. 8 0-234 9611 
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ere st 
3 Q. So, now, jo d 
4 Join it as a 10-percent owner? 
A. It was a brand new 
Q. So Mount West tle start 2006? 
8 In capacities as an escrow ficer, were 
9 duties different than what were at 
10 Title? 
No. 
Were same of s 
13 lowed as were at tle? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 Q. Did work a ity at 
16 Mount West tle? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. And how so? 
A. Just have a couple 
we have our 0 ice 
21 tra 
22 Q. So you would train some of escrow officers 
23 that were new? 
24 A 
25 
208 34 -961 M & M COT:RT RE?ORTING SERVICE, INC. 8 0 234-9611 
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2 
3 se d l ? 
4 A. 
5 Q. All t 1 s position :10\tJ at 
6 Mountain West title? 
A. J:: ~' O.L:r:icer. 
8 Q. crow officer? 
9 A. Um-
10 Q. Now, I 1 not t_ to 
I 1 it d were 
12 sident? 
A. Yes. 
14 Q. is off ici title 
15 A. 's on t State 
16 But I ly go escrow ficer. 
17 Q. As be Bl , was just for 
State ? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. Is to a 
21 or not a broker, but a pr inc ? 
22 lL Yes .. 
23 Q. Now, I hate to back up, we t 
24 .;.. 1 tle and how there was an escrow L. 
25 kind of department and a title department; ? 
2 08 345-9611 M & M COIJRT REPORTING SERVICE, :NC. 00-234-9611 
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2 Q. same of se saw 
3 cor? 
4 li. cor. 
5 Q. Ticor? 
6 A. Yes. 
7 Q. Was same setup you saw at 
8 Bonneville Title, was these two 
9 s? 
10 A. Yes. 
n 
"' . was the same you saw at 
12 AmeriTitle? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. is saw it set at 
15 West tle? 
A. Yes. 
17 Q. any of escrow associations 
8 State of I ? 
19 A. I re is State of Idaho, 
20 is not I Falls. 
21 Q. Okay. Are you a member of any of them? 
22 A. No. 
23 Q. Have you ever been? 
24 A. Years ago. 
25 Q. This was years ago th Bonneville Land and 
208-343-9611 M & M COURT RE?ORTIN3 SERVICE, INC. 800-234- 611 
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2 Yes. 
3 Q. But now el 
4 A. re is to a of. 
Q. Have you ever ::..n a c ity on 
6 a committee th to escrow? 
A. No. 
8 Q. ever s i on 
committee in ities to title 
:o ? 
11 A. No. 
12 Q. So, now, as we t 1 of 
13 1 1 focus over last 34 as 
14 an escrow officer; correct? 
15 A. Yes. 
16 Q. Can you tell me, d ff erence 
17 maybe I 1 m us t 1 
18 but d be f ference an escrow 
19 officer and a title officer, someone who 
21 Title is s 
22 titles and make sure of check the 
23 records. most of title companies have ir own 
24 plans on the computers, so those updat 1 
25 of t J\Ild that 1 s re your title commitment 
208-345-961 M M COlJRT REPORTING SERVICE, INC. SOC-234-9611 
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comes out of. We to escrow off cer 's 
c 
Q. d ? 
4 A. me. 
5 ! tells me what's against property 
6 .l to to file to 
close. 
Q. d ever rectly 
9 e f companies? 
10 A. No. 
11 Wo:ild say you 1 re more liar with 
12 es icies escrow officers or 
13 title f icers? 
14 Escrow officers. 
Q. How liar would say you are with the 
16 es policies t title officers? 
17 A. ty f liar. 
18 Q. How d you f 
1 0 
-'" 
A. t working title department through 
20 
21 Q. Through your interaction ' '-. Wl1.-il title 
22 ; is correct? 
23 A. Yes. 
24 Q. But never worked the title department? 
25 A. No. 
203- 45 9611 M & M COURT REPORTING SERVICE, INC. 800-234-9611 
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1 
now? 
3 A. No. 
Q. there any spec books or lications 
t r-ve that deal wi be an escrow officer? 
6 lL Over have a few, not 
7 ve 
8 Q. Can recall what those were? 
9 A. Hmm-um. 
' 0 Q. Can you 1 the topics of were? 
- " 
.LL A. escrow, what ar: 
12 escrow, 
..;: .j..... I LUnCL-lOn. 
13 Q. So is it a relat ly- 1 of 
14 an escrow s? 
1s A. Yes. 
6 Q. Did you any publications or of 
truction ets on title insurance s? Not 
18 s. 
19 What would you use as the correct term for a 
21 A. A title officer. 
22 Q. you. I 1 m ad you clarified ic me 
23 because I feel like I could have been 
24 
25 
208 345-9611 M & M COURT REPORTING SERVICE, INC. 8 0-234 9611 
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2 l s e- s 
3 come 
It's You about 
easements somet s just title 
st .c A.i.1d you read l... 6 sure you 
7 some s. 
8 Q. So when it comes to ise of title 
s .c do look a lr-+- to ,L I VI.-9 ter 
10 on ? 
- " 
.L.L MR. ion. ect to 
12 MR. 11, let me -- if it's an 
13 object as to 1 s f 
1-4 Q. (BY MR. can 
answer, if you can. 
6 A. Normal I d go to title 
1 if st ions, 11 to 
18 iter. 
l9 Q. I werre ng a lot you as an 
20 as a s person, 
21 have you, yourself, written any articles or publicat 
22 on being an escrow officer? 
23 A. No. 
24 Q. Written icat or articles just 
25 about escrow gene ? 
208 345 9611 M & M COURT REPORTING SER-vICE 1 INC. 800-234 96ll 
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Tm not as is was, I 1 
3 Have an is on this first issue, 
4 tle 1 s duty to ete transaction 
5 explicit direction of the tten 
6 e +-? '-'. 
A. Yes 
8 Q~ Have written lS of 
9 issue? 
~ 
J fa •. No. 
1 4 Q. Do .J.._..,;.._ a tten report that you 
""': ") ated 
-L issue? 
13 A. No. 
Q. 1 at No. 1 le it does s 
se are issues that may by you or 
11 scus this No. 1 sn 1 t say 
your op on is 1 8 it? 
18 No. 
Q. It doesn 1 t state any reasons or is 
2 correct? 
21 A. No. 
22 Q. so doesn 1 t reference to any specific 
23 documents or ormation that you may have reli on 
24 
25 
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1 MR. On s 
It's 
let tness answer. But, ~I ..L' 3 
• BERG!Vf.A..."f\J: Wellr I 1 m to t 
5 lt the tness. 
6 But go 
7 THE '- ' SLlO:l please? 
MR. 
9 reference to if ic s 
reli on - -
A. No. 
Q. ;-'- on? 
A. No. 
Q. Let's to s s as 1 
15 I just want to read l, 
can you -to-last sentence of 
whi starts ll test I! 
18 A. H based on s test 
of the obtained s case.u 
2:J Q. In • .c ' l.Ll 
21 re to what particular documents reli on 
22 forming your on? 
23 A. It doesn't specifi ly s I 
2 1 at. 
25 Does it if ic 
208 345-96 i M: & Iv1 COLJRT !<EPORTil\fG SERVI CE, It.JC 800-234-9611 
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2 
3 If s t a little bit more 
4 1 de 1 re 
5 other ones, Nos. 2 13 of 
me. 
A. H tle 1 s II __ 
8 Q. I 1 m T 1 t mean to cut -.:::: O:CL. 
9 could them 1 to 
:o lf. I don 1 t want you to ve to do to 
11 lf. 
12 A. 
13 
14 Q. ? 
5 A. Done. 
:6 Q. Okay. ."bo.s to of those just 
you formulated an on on se issues? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. I want to ask you same stions as I did 
20 as to No. 1. 
21 Did of those state what your actual 
22 opinion is? 
23 A. No. 
24 Q. d of them state basis or the reason 
25 op on? 
208 45 9611 M & M COURT REPORTING SERV:CE, INC. 800-234-9611 
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l 
mean, rre to on .. 
4 I mean, s is a t that we fi 
s you to say --
MR. BERGMF.N: If you an ection as to 
7 or it's l 
8 MR. OLSEN: 1 Well, if want to 
9 waste t ahead. 
MR . BERG!VlAN : I 1 t believe it's a waste of 
1: t 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
18 
19 
20 
22 
23 
Nos. 
there 
THE WI Be a little more if c 
last st 
MR. Not a em, ..L can 
THE WITNESS: you. 
2 
Q. 
ated 
EL 
Q. 
(BV M" 
- - K. 
13, 
an op 
s. 
explain or 
So looking at 
've testified that 
on as to each of those issues? 
. 2 13 1 does 
scribe the basis of your opinion or 
the reason of why your on is the way it is? 
MR. OLSEN: Object. Compound. 
24 Ambiguous. A =ew other 
25 
39 
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lS F 
a lS r 
these lain 
9 e bases are? 
10 Yes. 
11 Q. And where s it ? 
l2 In No. 2. is a to f low 
13 tructions from l of transaction. 
14 Q. ieve 's a to 
15 ? 
16 A. Because you can't truct from one 
17 not the 
18 Q. 
19 A. 
20 lict tructions. you want to sure 
21 that is a meet of the minds between all of the 
22 ies transaction. 
23 Q. So those would the reasons for basis of 
24 
25 
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1 
2 ons1 we 
3 igation to I mean 
4 Q. Well, it's 
5 I it you 1 re t to t 
6 to. 
Q. st lS: You know, when you say 
8 's a ty to f o ow tructions and ions of 
9 tten clos escrow agreement, is .._ l.-
10 your re lS on you 
A. Yes. 
12 Q. Now 1 we just .._ c.. a few about 
why your lS t on. 
14 Is of nwhy 11 
15 No. 2? 
16 I 1 m not trying tot ck you. 
17 A. 11, I 1 m not sure --
l8 MR. Asked and 
19 MR. BERGJV1"1AN: No, I don't bel 
20 
21 Q. (BY MR. BERGJVl"..AN) Well, let 1 s go back. 
22 So you s d that you want to get with the 
23 parties to make sure that you don 1 t get conflicting 
24 tructionsi correct? 
25 A. Correct. 
208-345-9611 M & M COURT REPORT:::::N3 SERV.ICE, INC. 80 0-234-9611 
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Q. Is . 2? 
Yes., a 1 ons 
3 ligations tten clos escrow 
4 t . 
5 Q. But is l 
r 
c to corre ies to make sure avo d 
lict ? 
8 A. In s ? 
9 Q. Ye 
A. No. 
Q. Now, else do is a to 
12 llow tructions and tions of tten 
clos and escrow 
Because 's duty of an escrow 
.- ,- < I 
::.s o~ ricer is~ 
16 Q. do you t 1 s ? 
17 A. It's of ar1 escrow 
"s of cer is. 
Q. So it's sed on 
20 work ence? 
2: A. Sure. 
22 Q. Does it state in re No. 2 t 
23 op on of Title's duty to follow the 
24 ructions of tten clos escrow t 
25 are based on your edge and work ience? 
208- 45-9611 M & M COURT Ri:i:PORTING SERVICE, INC 800-234-96 
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l A. 't , no. 
Q. So t 1 s I' 
3 se is of 
4 so at No 31 Ii tle 1 s 
5 to seek the ies 
6 fore changing any the terms of contract or 
7 n now, is it op is a of 
s Northern Title 1 s? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. you know ... 1 s a duty of 
11 Title 1 s? 
12 A. It 1 s a duty of any escrow officer. 
Q. know ? 
7\ 
J:">.. 1 s just what an escrow officer 
15 Q. So 1 s what you 1 ve done work 
16 ? 
17 l\. Yes. 
'8 Q. And is were t to ? 
19 A. Yes. 
2 Q. Does it state 
21 believe that this was Northern tle 1 s d"L:ty, to your 
22 work experience? 
Yes. 
24 
25 
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1 
A. .L :_ s not state 
3 MR. OLSEN. Well, l ar 
4 
5 MR. to ject. I can 1 t 
6 have coach witness. 
7 MR. tness~ 
8 MR . B ERGMA ... 1'J : You 1 re feeding r an answer. 
9 MR. No. 
10 MR. And it's 
11 MR. I 1 m just clari 
12 
l3 MR. You're f an answer, 
14 it's 
MR. OLS No. 
16 Q. (BY MR. So when at of 
1 Nos. 2 through 13, are these essenti ly stat:. 
18 your opinion is? 
19 Namely so, No. 4 says, nNorthern tle 1 s 
20 to inform the of ar:y cont 
21 wi the contract legal description that does not 
2 long to the seller or is otherwise encumbered. 11 
23 So is basically what your op on is, is 
No rn Title has that duty? 
25 A. Yes. 
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1 1 ust 
3 5 f t e 1 s a 
4 that is consistent written 
t,H iS on as well 
6 tle 
7 Yes. 
8 Q. No. 6, 11 Northern Title 1 s to not a 
9 thout 
10 sellers. 11 
1 1 opinion is tle duty? 
l2 A. Yes. 
13 Q. No. 7 i 11 modif icat rn 
14 tle to deed cannot consi any 
15 , or as mere correct a Scribner's error. 
16 Now 1 you 1 re aware that were two 
17 correct? 
18 A. Yes. 
19 Q. So it 1 s t the modif icat by 
20 tle 1 what is that talking about to 
22 the legal description. 
23 (Mr. Cummings enters room.) 
24 MR. BERGMAN: Okay. just 
2s can we announce who is 
208 345- 611 M & M COURT REPORTING SERVICE, INC. 800 234-9611 
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1 
0 tors. 
3 M:K. G: You 1 re r 
4 No, and e states 
5 can So 
6 Okay. were we on? Do 
7 ? I don 1 t. 
8 Can I the court er tell us 
9 number we were on. 
11 MR . BERGIVUill : You 1 re were on . 7. 
Q. (BY MR. BERGIViPJ~) So what modification is 
13 about to , or Vlhat t 
14 mean? 
1 :::: -~ 
16 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
A. 
change 
Q. 
the change 
A. 
I underst 
the 1 
.And, to 
v ~es. 
was 
it to mean that was a 
r ion on 
edge, is to 
on second ? 
Q. Is it your on modif icat t 
were made on that s deed by Northern tle made to 
the deed cannot be considered in any way, 1 or form 
as mere correcting a Scribner 1 s error? 
A. Yes. 
4"' 
- I 
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Q. Does 
on as to 
No. 
Q. Looking 
to issue a title 
transaction c 
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justifi 
it was ting 
:ieno::-e Katri 6 
1 s error? 
1 .: 
.. L..L 
not 
8 f 
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1 
..L 
ff 
l 
/2012 
e 
whe 
~ 
l-
tructions rrom 
property to a trust. 11 
Did I correct 
A. Yes. 
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as a Ser rs 
~ +- lS iate 
..L '-
'- a-r l- '--'-
a title 
II~ 
a 
+- ..; +-
l- ..L l-
it cl 
to 
Q. Now, it states a of a 
tion of whether lS e. 
Have an on on issue? 
A. No. 
Q. You not? 
A. Hmm-um. 
Q. Okay. No. 9 r I! it is ate 
Title to issue a title policy a legal 
descr ion is fferent from the tit e tment 
the purchase and s e agreement and ter explisit 
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title tment, 
form of a stion of r it is ate. 
4 you formed an on as i- issue 
5 Yes. 
6 l>~nd is your inion essenti ly it \.\7aS 
not ate for Title to issue a title 
8 li for a legal description t is dif ~ent from a 
9 title commitment a and e agreement 
10 ::er icit ternal rection to issue poli 
11 to contract title commitment? 
2 A. Yes. 
13 Q. it s No. 9 your reasons 
14 d iate? 
15 A. No. 
16 Q. s 'r No. a if ic documents or i~ _, 
ion reli on t on? 
0 8 A. No. 
19 Q. No. 10, "Northern tle 1 s duty to remain a 
20 neut as escrow and c officer and to 
21 disclose any actual or perceived conflicts rest. 11 
22 Is it your opinion that Northern tle has a 
23 duty to a neutral party as escrow 1 ' CJ..OS1ng 
24 
25 
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1 
Q. s it state . 1 reason F 
3 op on is ? 
4 No. 
5 Q. Does state 10 s t 
6 relied on 
7 A. No. 
8 Q. ? 
9 A. No. 
Q. s lS 
11 No. 11, 11 Northern Title 1 s f i iary 
12 toward its i ar ter ome 
13 aware a claim. n 
14 Is it opinion tle a 
15 fiduciary duty to its icular after it 
16 aware of a potenti ? 
A. Yes. 
18 Q. Does it state in No. 11 reason for 
19 op on ? 
20 A. No. 
(', Does it state in No. 11 
"". 
documents that 
22 relied on in your opinion on that? 
23 No. 
24 Q No. 12, 11 Northern tle 1 s not to delete 
25 or dest once it has become aware that there 
2 08 345 95:::_ M l"I CO'CKT REPORTING SERVICE / Il~C ~ 800 234 9611 
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s a c 
I t t e 
3 a y not to lete or t 
4 'Y'"" J_~ been a cl 
5 A. Yes. 
Q. s +- a '- No. 12 the reason of 
0:1 lS ? 
8 :A. No. 
9 Q. s .... l L- in No. 12 any documents or 
if ic ...... l... reli on for ? 
7, No. ..::-;,_. 
Q. No. l3r tle a to 
l3 re to when it become 
14 aware 
Is it op Northern Title has a 
16 to respond to and remedy its insured 
l7 come aware is a defect 
lS ? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 Q. s it No. 13 reason 
your on is that? 
22 A. No. 
23 Q. And No. 13, does it explain any specific 
24 documents o::::- ion you relied on forming 
25 opinion? 
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1 
No. 14 lS ly a 
3 So I 1 ll just i from ssues 
4 :=rom No. 8 said 
5 it op on on 1 are +- r 
6 issues not lis that on 
7 on? 
8 A. No. 
9 Q. So are 1 of the issues 
10 f an op on to s ? 
11 A. 
12 Q. I know was t ous. 
13 f t s es ate 
transaction St ? 
15 When Mr. Olsen came to my office if 
16 d be a tness. 
.P.nd when was 
18 A. I don 1 t l. 
19 Q. Do you it was --
20 A. or 
Q. Okay. So or four months ago? 
22 Yeah. 
23 Q. Now, obvious , you 1 ve spoken Mr. Olsen 
24 mat ? 
25 
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2 
7\ 
r~~ We scass +: ' +-0 .L 1.._. 
me ies of 
5 Q. ve es of ~ 
6 s ve ? 
7 A. Yes 
8 Q. so are se ts reli 
9 on on? 
0 Yes~ 
ll Q. from se s t 1 ve brought 
12 else t 1 ve relied on 
13 
~A. Just I it 
15 an escrow officer s 
6 clos to 
Q. d 34 of 
18 t? 
19 A. Yes. 
20 MR. BERGI".LAl~: we take a 
21 MR. Sure. 
22 MR. Is it all right if I look 
23 through +- se documer:ts see what we're to 
24 go ? I just want to see 1 ve got re. 
25 
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l 
(BY MR. Le:i.ore ve actua 
3 sit t 1 s e? 
A. No. 
5 J:'ve just l 
6 th 
ie!:' testif i 's l of 
8 s that correct? 
9 A. Yes. 
10 Q. - ... ' .l ::J.O l- l was a '' ' Slt:lOn in 
l4 a 1 of sense? 
15 
j_ 6 
l 
18 s. 
19 documents? 
20 
21 r to say that in 1 about the 
22 course of how things happened, d you learn a lot 
23 that through Mr. sen? 
24 Most through the documents. 
25 Q. Mostly through the documents? 
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2 
3 Q. So is SS s s? 
4 A. Yes 
5 
,, 
""'. 
And t we ve 1 se 
6 kind of a ad ies 
8 Q. s 1 1 ta were 
9 doing? 
0 A. Getting to do ir title tment. 
Q. Okay. And !1 H you mean 
12 like tle was gett to 
13 title commitment? 
l4 
15 
17 
18 
20 
2 
22 
A. ir title 
Q. Have you ewed se 
.._ 
L- • 
s 
this first ? 
A. 
Q. If you did review 
tell whe or not they were properly prepared 
the title tment? 
A. PTobably not. 
Q. What would you need to be able to do 
23 can you do that? 
24 A. Well, I 1 m not a title officer, so I 
25 
208 345-961:1_ M & M COURT REPORTING SERVICEr INC. 
are 
able to 
, or 
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rel on. we 1 ll ' ,_ lL. as bit --
2 las 
MR. OLSEN: we'll it we've 
4 scus that le b was submitt 
MR . BERGilfJA...'N": I it 
tted. But I aim to e back and see 
7 werre t s it 
8 MR. OLSEN: 1 
9 MR. FLAIG: Don't want t r 
10 e-1 f too? 
11 MR. whole I'll 
ve t s No. 3 s loose-1 st No. 4. 
:3 MR. OLSEN: 
14 MR. s f we're 
15 to be marking as No. 4, rece be ? 
16 A. This? 
Q. Yes. 
8 A. Yes~ 
19 Q. So, just the s 
2 rece ier, d you rece 
2 ? 
22 A. Maybe 30 days ago. 
23 Q. Okay. So about a month ago. 
2 then s b r 11 be as 
25 it No. 3 you received last Tuesday? 
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Lenore Katri 
Q. 
ion 1 rr are 
we:::-e recorded? 
estate 
7\ 
r:.. 
Q. 
l 
6/14/20 
f 
t two 
was att to 
were 
ff erences 1 scriptions of 
? 
7\ 
r •. Yes. 
Q. ff erence l scr 
estate contract? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Were ar.y 
on f at opinion? 
A. title commitments. 
Q. else? 
A. No. 
Q. Now 1 you say le has a 
complete transaction, is to 
ies as escrow or duties as r that 
op on? 
Both. 
Q. 
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ion of 
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1 
2 Cl sue 
3 to contract f-~+-lo .._,_L,_ __._._,_,, tment. 
4 What do t to mean, or s 
5 on relate to d ? 
6 A. Wellr are t 
7 it 
8 Q. I 
9 Do 
10 A. No 
11 n ~· Have an on t? 
12 7\ .c-;,_. No 
13 Q. aware of t 
cations s case 
15 A. No. 
16 Q. Okay. I want to talk to an escrow's 
7 to a 
18 lL Yes. 
19 Q. mean a 
20 mean to mean? 
21 instructions from s 
22 guy over here contacts s over 
23 expect to a clos Everybody to 
24 
25 Q. So neut -- go ahead. I 1 m I 
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2 Q. t rece f rs ! 
r,::::.(""'l.:::l 
-'-''-''-""--'- it No. 3? 
4 A. Yes 
5 Q. you cl 
6 Now as of No. L1 ~ r d you also receive 
of sition on bottom 's a 
8 little -- the copy of Lori Thornock 1 s sition? 
9 A. s one came wi that one. 
:_ 0 Q. Okay. let rs sure we t s correct, 
let's lg ition 
No. 3. re flee here on rec 
13 too. 
So lg 
l5 on 
16 Tuesday. 
17 r· :,,J. rest of these s 
"'. 8 A. 30 days ago. 
Q. about 30 days ago. 
20 I mean, if it was two agor you 
it was up to two months ago? 
22 A. I don 1 t nk so. ~ really don 1 t remember. 
23 Q. Do you it was up to ? 
24 A. No. 
25 
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2 
3 ? 
A. t sure. 
5 Q. So your best est e is 30 ? 
6 A. 30 60 
7 Q. Do t.s on 
se l ? 
..i...' ? Did rece :;:ece 8 
9 A. No. 
:o Q. How d you 
..L..L A . He dropped 
12 Q. So M!'. sen dropped 
A. Um-
14 "' Do \,d • Mr. 
15 se 
16 A. No. 
Q. Last r tell me I 1 m correct 
18 main s that we 1 ve 
title tments? 
20 Yes. 
21 Q. The estate contract? The escrow 
22 sions? 
23 Yes. 
24 Q. deeds --
25 A. Yes. 
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2 A. 
Q. t law 
4 title officer ies, s, s 
5 recei ? 
6 tle cf f icer? 
Q. were a t tle officer 1 you 
8 cert on laws of I s 
9 ies and 
if ic t ? 
Well, I'm not a title officer, so I woul It 
t on title officer. 
l3 Q. Okay. just one too. 
14 You ment case were l 
the t. I It how to say ...... lL.." 
A. 
17 Q. was ? ? 
18 A. I lt 
Q. Ten d you say? 
2() A. around re. 
21 Q. Was in Idaho? 
22 A. Yes. 
23 Q. And was it about? 
24 A. Some property cla 
25 was to receive the transact , and 
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MR. Ig 
3 MR. BERGivJ.P.N: I ust a 
4 +- ' SL-lOnS. 
5 
6 BY MR. 
Q. Ms. you testif i that are f iar 
8 laws at escrow officers 
9 correct? 
A. 
n 
"' . 
.?~re you so just as liar aws 
12 at ions title f icers? 
13 :A. not as 
Q. not? 
A. Because I 1 m an escrow officer, not a title 
16 officer. 
1 Q. Can you to specific laws 1 ve 
18 reli on forming your opinions 
19 
20 Q. Um-
2l A. No. 
22 Q. Have an effort to do so up until s 
23 po t? 
24 
25 
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t set 
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by me 
rection; 
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is a true correct 
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::;:: am not a re 
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ere st act 
IN WHEREOF! ::;:: set s 
21st of June, 2 12. 
T::LFFlli\J-Y Z. FI , RPR, CSR NO. 979 
Notary lC 
commission ires Sept 13 f 2016 
200 
were 
me or 
or 
s 
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resi DEPOSITION OF 
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A. re was --
Q. ?ormatt s? 
4 lL s, 
just one o~ two ~ tr~at were 
s a~s 
it No. 11. 
8 . ) 
9 Q. (BY MR. Now, do you what 1 s 
10 t No. 11? 
11 A. Yes~ It 1 s the of thout 
12 ::..on that 1 s 
13 Q. d you to last 
l4 A. 
15 So t No. ll isn 1 t your comp te 
correct? 
17 A. Yes, t items, 
18 the plats and all of terns. 
19 The items 1 are e the s 
0 ~ basically you relied on le were . QO s 
21 sal? 
22 A. 
23 Q. Let 1 s 1 at the you 
24 t No. 10. Let 1 s see if we can start at 
25 
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2.2 
2 +- out 
3 Mr., 0 sen a t that out! 
s the late 3ut 
5 I also wanL. t:o out ,~ we 1 re go t:O 
6 se ::or that I want to po out 
7 ::act we were not M~. Kell rs 
8 even that was s ly a 
9 
1 In to t, we were 
11 ~r~ Kelleyts the the 
it any 
13 documents for Mrs. Ig was 
14 
15 that 1 I s is a bit of 
15 c e black. But I'll leave it at that. 
17 MR. OLSEN: Well, let me co 
:s that., 
19 I'll go mark r:.ne 
20 it No. 13, was Notice 
the Deposit Kelley, which is dated the 8 of 
no request that ho .o..J.- any 
23 MR. BERGMAN: And that's f Those things 
24 red Rule No. 26 anyway. 
25 MR. OLSEN: But I would add there was no 
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Q. 
wr t ions, offic 
4 A. : 1 ve taken courses on 
5 Q Have you teL. yoarself? 
6 A. I have some 
7 Q ions? 
8 A. s le ones 
9 Q T f' .L.~ :_ s as 1 .L versus 
10 ed land, s that an ef on its ue? 
..., 1 A. Not just cl it as You'd to 
a if you a loped tem on 
13 property, it Just t a 
14 ferent name doesn 1 t it. 
MR. FLAIG: 't any 
16 qiJest 
MR. OLSEN: I'll take one 
18 (Off record.) from to 7:45 
19 p.m. to 7:49 p.m.) 
EXAMINATION 
22 BY MR~ OLSEN: 
23 Q. Mr. Kelley, when you're looking at, for 
24 e, the subject y where you've east 
25 
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Gregory Kel 012 
1 
2 
3 : 1 ~:FFAKY Z FISHER, CS~ No~ 979, Certified 
err certify; 
5 t the were taken 
before me at the t set at 
+- tness was '-" mP• 
-1 
8 test made were 
9 ly me and t me or 
- 0 
-J tinder rr:y rection; 
4 4 .;: 
_J_ is a true and co~rect 
of all '- ~-+-L-C~ "'-' to 
13 T am not a or 
emp or , nor am I f 
5 action. 
2.5 IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I set my hand s 
2lst June, 2012. 
lB 
19 
20 
21 TIFFANY Z. FISHER, RPR, CSR NO. 979 
2 Public 
23 My ssion expires r 13, 2 16 
24 
25 
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man 
From: 
Sent: 
Cc: 
Attachments: 
Dear 
If you review the disclosures of witnesses that we 
expert witnesses as under Rule 26, with the of the 
no prior such we anticipated 
to at least get me an unbound draft of hls that I 
I could do such short notice. 
Will see you tomorrow1 
Nathan 
From: Aaron Bergman~==-'-'="'--='-'-=~==-'-=='-'-="-'-'-'=~ 
Sent: Tuesday1 June 
To:~~.:..=~'-'-==-'-'==~ 
Cc: Brad Bearnson; Mary Andreasen 
Subject: Kelley & Katri Depositions 
LVL!~VL.U.-"-L disclosures 
they are expected to opine on. 
as their reports and 
their respective r1Pcn~l'7,t-1ir>rl 
a reminder, this 
26(b )( 4 )(A)(i) 
appreciated. 
Sincerely, 
Aaron K. Bergman 
Attorney at Law 
Beamson; Mary Andreasen 
I 
disclosed earlier 
Procedure. 
nrrl\flf,C>r. information for these 
until your e-mail 11<=><:t-<>rrt:n1 
your 
which is attached. This is the best 
are a 
message contains information from Bearnson & LLC which is and 
exempt from disclosure. It intended for use the person to whom it is addressed. If you have received this message in error, 
not forward or use tlus information in any way, delete it m-id contact fae sender as soon as the 

Dear Mr. 
As a result 
value of 
1 
as 
1il 
the concluded values would 
was placed on 
, 1s as 
West 
$850,000 
Hundred 
EXPO .............................. . 
ASSUMPTIONS AND 
DEFINITIONS USED 
'' "' .. ' & 
WATER 
THE 
THE 
Map 
• Neighborhood Map 
• Topography Map 
the Property 
• Market Data 
• Legal Documents Provided 
OF 
acres 
trustee 
than 
the 
Section 
by anyone other 
intended uses, as 
of the transaction, 
(Please see attached 
~k•.•-"'·k·~·-, 8 5 
to 
and intended users, 
is 
discovered that an amended had 
Policy 
located on eastern 
and related documents found in Addendum 
In 
recognized 
It is 
best use 
it is 
utility to 
the income not 
property, an 
most reliable approach to 
or Sales Comparison Approach 
contribution value of improvements to the overall 
Comparison Approach, an attempt was made to find recent 
influence a:::-ea of 
may be found. 
an attempt is then made to 
as as 
these, or other sales of 
a contribution value of 
the 
this 
improvements 
It is to 
transactions are not 
a summary 
It is to be fully understood 
of the analysis that was 
their 
part of the appraisal process. As a 
to 
of the 
etc. 
not necessarily a 
not contain a 
have been researched by 
report tends to 
on the report to the client intended users alone considers 
report tQ be an unauthorized or user. 
as 
are 
action, it is noted was 
L and Barbara L. 
Bear 
as Instrument# 1 0. 
removed 
m Warranty Deed. 
this appraisal that 
appears on Trust. 
transaction was 
an additional to Three Ranches in 
contract in force at that time. 
this appraisal, the property was by the on 
12. to wet conditions on the at a general overview 
property was made numerous points along 3 0 and from farmstead 
located near the east center portion of the land on west side of the .A 
similar overview was that land located east 
Access to 
concluded 
The subject 
attributable to its 
area. 
past three to 
an 
it was 
property are 
or more, been 
subject tract. is based on average 
does appear to 
such appeal is 
years, primarily due to the economy. As a 
has concluded. 
• 
fa completing appraisal, the 
property is in the 
to the 85 acres located on east 
name of the Stephens Trust. 
competitive and open all conditions 
buyer and seller each acting prudently and knowledgeably 
is not affected by stimulus. Implicit in 
consummation of a sale as of a 
to under conditions whereby: 
Buyer and are typically motivated; 
parties are well 
consider their best 
or well advised, 
3. A reasonable time is allowed exposure 
4. Payment is made terms of cash in United States 
financial arrangements comparable thereto; and 
5. price represents normal consideration for 
unaffected by special or creative financing or sales vvJ'""'''" 
anyone associated the sale. 
6. 
the 
terms 
2. Highest and Best Use: reasonably probable and legal use vacant land or 
an improved property that is physically possible, legally 
feasible, and that results the highest value. 
3. Improvements: Buildings or other relatively permane;:it structures or 
developments located on, or attached to land. 
The 
30, and in a 
I-15 to 
Kemmerer. Highway 89 
to 
northeast 
range from 5, mean sea 
is 65 ". The area 
per year an ill 
persons, a 10 pe:::sons 
lS 
'-''-'."'-ilJLLULCJ'. at the northwest comer of the southeast 
44 East 
44 East 
8 
tlegml!llitg at the southwest comer southeast quarter northwest quarter 
21, Tmv:nship 12 Range 44 East of the Boise Meridian, Bear Lake County, Idaho, and 
rwillillg west 1239 thence S 34°W 175 thence S 35°30' E 1494 feet; thence N 
75"3851 feet, more or less, to west ofU.S. north right-of-way 
15° W along said right-of-way 888 thence S 75°30' W 318 thence N 15' 
thence S W 2764 Lhence north 164 to Place of Beginning. 
and 
West of Highway 
# RP12S44E210700 
B. 
4 Meadow 
Steven B. 
LOO 
11 
Acreage 
56 
24.00 
22. 
42,090 
8,160 
4,950 
13.630 
0 
s 
$1,404. 
$320.74 
57.72 
71.72 
to Bear Lake 
based on its current use. 
lS 
stock 
Irrigation 
Irrigation 
$ 
$ 
cited 
(1 water 
and shares water 

and appears to 
time 
dwelling. 
on the farmstead 
posts and beams 
average condition and does 
loafing sheds, an old 
two metal 
condition with most being old in fair to poor 
Those facilities that do appear to the 
two additional and two granaries. 
-~·-,,~,,,."""' buildings appear to provide to the 
due to age and condition. 
area. 
properties 
lS it 
in Bear Lake 
as the subject. its 
be approved for other types use 
for a 
subject 
demand 
resulted the loss 
throughout 
west. This created a 
most uses other 
developer buyers 
the area, 
throughout the area continue to 
includes tracts 
appraisal, properties that included 
to recreational areas, location along tourist corridors, 
mcreasmg values based on interest of speculators, 
~~"~-.--· properties throughout the area. 
due to 
demand 
such as view, 
enjoyed 
was 
Based 
numerous 
summary 
1,3 
more 
the area are 
to June 
137.00 acres and 
use. 
as Sale 4 on the 
range 
between 
found on the properties. 
or tenants 
appear 
to most comparable 
. Each type of 
with 
va,c.LVl..L. topography, access 
$ for meadcrv;•: $1,000 $1,335 $2,400 
Pasture: 85.00 310 276.97 28.00 448.00 
$ for dry pasture $700 $535 $1,400.66 $600 $700 
F a::msread Land: LOO 2.00 LOO LOO 2 LOO 
$ for farmstead: $1,000 . $1,335 $2,400 $2,500 $2,000 $2,050 
Waste: 
Oid house & Oider house & dwellingloutbldg dwelling& Barn & corrals quonset bldg @ 
Improvements: outbuildings @ arena@ $35.070 @ Sl22.900 outbuildings @ @ >6,850 $2,025 $55,062 cfoer - $50.000 5:&2.518 
Location: ;;; mi. v;..; of 12 mi. sw of 5 :ni. SE Subject Between Dingle l rnL sw of wes<: of Dingle 
Montpeiier Montpelier Sodz Springs & Pegram Montpelier 
Topography: level to multiple rolling 2 tracts, moderate to levei, bordered rolling 
undulating tracts rollir1g hills sreep slopes by Bear Rive'.:" 
co.Toad paved roads gravel cc. 30 county road gravel co. easement on 
rd. road state & private 
iand 
Potential Use: agriculture hay/pasture dry crop I irrigated & agriculture grazing land, dry farm 
pasture dry farm , ltd. ltd. de» pasture 
dev. pot. potential 
28 acres 
r-A.·mr"'r·ar< tO 
small, and 
value of $600 per acre is -~,~u·~~· 
Finally, the 85 acres dry 
compared to Sales 1, 3 and 8. 
range per acre to 
from the remainder the 
classified Bear 
graze land on 
been 
east 
sales indicate values for 
per acre. subject, 
highway. As previously 
have 
30 has been 
land that 
this land is 
cropland. However, based on s 
moderately to topography, it be to irrigated this 
tract, thus resulting it being at use as farm 
maintenance, repair and 
offer the most 
lS to an 
ect ~~.,~c'~" a 
together 
particularly those 
older 
"-.Ll''"u~"" some future 
related to 
added to 
barns, corrals granaries, 
all similar to those found on 
subject are older 
continues to have utility, however, it is need of 
The hay sheds and the granaries are 
to the agricultural improvements. 
to 
to 
on the west. 
1 
L' 
2. 
report 
4. 
1. 
appraised or 
is assu..rned to be 
responsible ovmersbip. 
or 
assumes no responsibility for matters of a legal nature~~·~~--~·'"' 
thereto, nor does the Appraiser render any opinion as to 
marketable. property is considered as though 
2. Any sketch or plat map attached may show approximate dhuensions and is 
='-·1u.L1vu to the property. The has not made a 
the property. 
is 
property is for purpose at 
It should not be used for any other purpose, such as a description a 
u.'"'"""HJJLU"' the of this report should 
any expertise or en:gmcee:rmg 
m field, 
and should not be used "~'J'-'-"'-'-'"'~L 
report is governed by the 
I hold membership 
No other individual is 
Date 
"~~·L .. ~~ ~ Jackpot, 
Rural Residential Appraisal Seminar, 
Conservation Easement Seminar, Denver, CO, 
Federal Land Exchange & Acquisition, :Nashville, 
Income Approach, Discounting & Leasing, Jackpot, 
Appraising Land in Transition Seminar, Jackpot 
Update Course, Idaho ID ASFlvlR.A, January 
Water Rights Seminar, Idaho ID; ASFlvlR.A, January 
Livestock Ranch Appraisal Seminar, Jackpot, ASFlvlR.'\ May 
Various Current Appraisal Topic Seminar, Boise, ID; ASFM.RA, 
USP A.P Update Course, ID 2006 
Nature Go:uservam 
of Pocatello 
Idaho Dept of Fish 
Idaho Transportation 
Bureau 
Resolution Trnst Corporation 
Utah Power and 
Dept. 

JUL-03-2012 i4:49 FROM-
Nathan M. Olsen, !SB No. 7373 
PETERSEN, MOSS, HALL & OLSEN 
STREET 
IDAHO FALLS, ID 83402 
Telephone: (208) 523-4650 
. Facsimile: (208) 524-3391 
Email: nolson@,pmholaw.corn 
Attorneys for Plaintiff, Steven B. Ctimmings 
T-335 P 002 
zn l JUL - 3 PM 5 7 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THg SIXTH JtJl)ICL.<\.L DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN A.1'1D FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE 
STEVEN B. CUh1MINGS, ai.-i individual 
residing in U tali, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
ROGER L. STEPHENS, an individual 
residing in Providence, Utah; NORTHERN 
COMPANY OF IDAHO, INC., an 
Idaho corporation; JOHN DOES I-X, 
Defondants. 
ROGER L STEPP.ENS, an individual 
residing in Providence, Utah; NOKfHER:"J 
TITLE COMPA .. NY OF ID.:\.HO, INC., an 
T daho corporation, 
Third Party Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
DOROTHY ruLIAN. an individual rnsidinr:i, I 
. . ~ 
in Eagle, Idaho, E\lA..N SKINNER, an 
individual residfil.g in Montpelier, Idaho, 
RYAN OLSEN> an individual residing in 
Georgeto\.vn, Idaho, EXIT REl\..LTY OF 
Case No.: CV-09-183 
PLUNTIFF'S MOTION FOR LEA VE 
TO .4.1\1END COMPLAINT TO ALLEGE 
PDl\lTfVE DAMAGES 
F-465 
If Plaintiff's Motion for Leave to Amend Complaint to 
Allege Punitive Damages 
JUL-03-ZC12 14:49 FROM-
BEAR LAKE, LLC, ai1 Idaho Limited 
Liability Company, DOES I-X, 
Parry 
T-335 P 003 
The PlaL.11tiff (Cummings), by and through counsel of record, Nathan M. Olsen of 
F-465 
PE'.i'ERSEN Moss HALL & OLSEN, and pursuanI w LC. 6-1604, respectfully moves this Court for 
leave to amend his Co.::nplcim in this action to allege a claim fo 
relief from this Court in the for.n of pwitive damages agair1st t.. 
This motion is supported by 
pleadings and affidavits previously filed) including the Affidavit of Nathan M. 01.sen filed with 
this motion. 
DATEDthi~ July, 2. 
21Plaintiff's Motion for Leave to Amend Complaint to 
Allege Punitive Damages 
jLJL-03-2012 14:50 FROM- i-335 p 004 
CERTIFICATE SERVICE 
I hereby 
Idaho Falls., Idaho, on th~ 12, I served a true and coriect copy of 
foregoing document on the persons listed below by first class mail, with the correct postage 
thereon., or by causing the same to be delivered in accorda.rice with Rule 5(b), I.R.C.P. 
Persons Served: 
Randall Budge, B.sq. 
RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE & BAILEY 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83402-13 91 
f'AX: (208) 232-6 l 09 
EMATL: rcb@racinelaw.net 
Brad Bearnson, Esq. 
BEARNSON & CALDWELL 
399 N. Main Street, Ste. 270 
Logan, Utah 84321 
FAX: (435) 752-6301 
EM/I.IL: bbearnson@bearnson law .com 
?qillip l Collaer, Es . 
Brifu . Julian, E q. 
ANDER r<, J ~IAN & HULL LLP 
250 Sout.1.1. Lfth Street, Suite 700 
P.O. B 74 
: (20&) 344-5510 
EMA...IL: pcollaei;@ajh law. m 
Honorable David C. Nye 
P.O. Box 4165 
Pocatello, Idaho 83205 
l;A.X: (208) 236-7418 
Method of Service: 
( ) nail ( ) hand pax ( ) email 
Anorneys for Roger L. Sr:ephens 
( ) mail ( ) ha11d .0 fax ( ) email 
Arwmeys for Norrhern Tirle Company 
) hand y{ fax ( ).,email 
Attorneys for Evan , 
Skinners an Olsen, and Eiz 
· ur Lake, LLC 
3/Plaintiff's Motion for Leave to Amend Complaint to 
Allege Punitive Damages 
2 14:50 FROM-
Nathan M. Olsen, ISB No. 
PETERSEN, MOSS, 
STREET 
ID.AHO Flu.LS, ID 83402 
Telephone: (208) 523-4650 
Facsilnile: (208) 524-3"391 
Email: no!senw1pmholaw.com 
Attorneys Plaintiff, Steven R Cummings 
T-335 P.005 F-465 
< f ~- ; ~ 
\,.. '·-· ~ l ~ : t ; 'j 
12 -3 PM 2: 57 
____ CASEillO. 
DISTRlCT COURT OF THE SLXTH JUDICL4.L DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COTJ1'TY OF BEAR LAKE 
STEVEN B. Cl:.:'"J'v1M1NGS, an individual 
residing iri Utah, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
ROGER L. STEPHENS, a.'1 individual 
residing in Providence, Utah; 
TITLE COMPl>L"l\iY OF ID.A.HO, INC., an 
Idaho corporation; JO:HN DOES 1-X, 
Defendants. 
ROGER STEPHENS, an individual 
residing in Providence, Utah; NORTHER.c~ 
TITLE COMP.A.~'Y OF IDAHO, TNC., an 
Idaho corporation, 
Third Party Plaintiffs, 
VS. 
DOROTHY JU1-LAN, an individual residing 
Eagle, Idaho, EV.AN SKIN"NER, an 
individual residing in Montpelier> Idaho, 
RY.A..~ OLSEN) an individual residing in 
Case No.: CV-09-183 
AFFIDAVlT OF NATHAN M. OLSEN 
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION FOR LEA VE TO AMEND 
COMPLAINT TO ALLEGE 
DAMAGES 
l!Affidavit of Nathan M. Olsen in Support of Plaintiff's 
Motion for Leave to Amend Complaint to Allege Punii:ive 
Damages 
JUL-03-2012 14:50 FROM-
Georgetown, Idaho, EXIT REALTY OF 
BE<\R LAKE, LLC, an Idaho Limited 
Company, JOHN DOES I-X, 
Third Party Defenda .. !lts. 
OF IDAJ-10 ) 
) SS. 
County of Bonneville ) 
T-335 P.006/025 F-465 
I, Na.than M. Olsen, do solemnly swear (or affirm) that Ihe testimony given L.11 this sworn 
staternen:r: is the trm:h, the whole tn1th, and nothing but the truth, that it is made on r:iy personal 
knowledge, and that I would so testify in open court called uoon to do so. 
1. Attached as Exhibit: 1 is a r:rue and correct copy of an e-mail dated JUJ.1e 13, 
2008 sent from Lori Thornock to Jay Davis, which Plaintiff received responses to 
discovery. 
2. Attached as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of an e-mail dated June 18, 
2008 sem from Jay Davis to Lori Thornock which Plaintiff received in response to discovery. 
3. Attached as Exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of pages 133-136 of Lori 
Thornock' s deposition . 
.i Attached as EX.cf.libit 4 is a true and correct copy of pages 161 and 162 of Len.ore 
Karri' s deposiriorL 
FlJR T:E-IER affiant saith naught. 
DATED trtl.s _2_ day of July, 2012. 
-- ..... il.Aff-id-·a~-1t-:b('.7fN~than M: Olsen in Support o .. i."?1.~i~-~-j ... [f:~ 
Motion for Leave to Amend Complainl to Allege Punitive 
Damages 
JUL-03-2012 14:50 FROM-
SUBSCRIBED tc me 
P.007/025 F-465 
Re;;icing at: --1->-+--C-&44.~;:\=-.,-,..c>-~Lil=~s--' 
My Commission ..... x es:_"-='---'""-'----'....o="--'.· 
3 t A ff id av it of Nathan M . 0 1 s c n in Support of Plaintiff's 
Motion for Leave to Aw end Complaint to Allege .Punitive 
Damages 
JUL-03-2012 14:50 FROM- i-335 P 008/025 F-465 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
l hereby cerdfy I am ~y licensed State ofldaho, office 
Idaho, and tl1a1 on the day July, 2012~ I served a true and correct copy 
foregoing document on the persons listed below by first class mail, with the correct postage 
thereon, or by causing the same to be delivered in accordance with Rule 5(b), I.R.C.P. 
R.fu"!dall Budge., Esq. 
RACiNE OLSON NYE BUDGE & BAILEY 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83402-1391 
FAX: (20l;) 232-6109 
EMATL: rcb@racinelaw_net 
Brad Bearnson, E.sq. 
BEARNSON & CALDW?.LL 
399 N. Main Street, Ste. 270 
Logan, Utah 84321 
FAX: ( 435) 752-6301 
EMA TL: bbearnson@beamsonlaw.com 
Bois 
FA : (208) 344-5510 
. AIL: pcoUaer@ajh law .com 
Honorable David C. Nye 
P.O. Box<4165 
Pocatello, Idaho 8.3205 
FAX: (208) 236-7418 
Method of Service: 
( ) mail ( ) hand y{f ax ( ) email 
Attorneys for Roger L. Stephens 
( ) mail ( ) hand ~ax ( ) email 
Artomeys for Norr:hern Tille Company 
ail ( ) hand 0 fax ( 1 " 
A trorneys for 0rorhy Julian, ' 
Skinners yan Olsen, and Exit Realry, 
/rLake,LLC 
Nathan M. Olsen 
4JAffidavit of Nathan M .. Olsen in Support of Plaintiff's 
Motion for Leave to Amend Complaint to Allege Punitive 
amages 
7 
JUL-03-2012 !4:50 
Lori 
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
FROM-
Lori porit@northemtitle..net] 
Friday, June 13, 2008 9:38 AM 
'Jay Davis'; 'Paul Davis' 
Subject: CUMMINGS 
Attachments: 51d3d245.pdf 
A'.:tached is what Ryan Olsen the broker ha.s sent to us, 
claLrns. 
T-335 P,009/025 F-465 
Page 1 ot:.i 
Mr. Cummings atto:ney has now notified the realtors on tl-ris Rai-ic:h tra.'"lsaction that we insured. 
So now he has sent lette_rs ta, th.e seller, the realtors and Northern Title. 
11-1e broker Rya..11. Olsen wa..."1.ts to know i£ we can collaborate on this !.natter a."1.d work togetl:1er. I tolQ 
him I would need to see what the correct procedure is that we would definitely be willing to 
cooperate in th.is :matter. 
Please advise. 
LM?·7.f,p~ 
!.9.dt@northemtitle.net 
NORTHERNTrrLECOMP4NY 
660 North 4th Street; Ste. 1 
Mo11tpeller, lda110 83254 
208·847 .2557 
20fi-fl47-llHBHAX 
From: Ryan Olsen [mailta:ryanlolsen@gmall.com] 
Sent; Friday, June i3r 2008 9:18 AM 
To: Evan Skinner 
Cc: lo1ll:@northerntitle.net 
Subject: Fwd: efax from 20676640i3 · 23 page(s) 
~---Forwarded !!lessag;e ---------
From: eFax <message@in bound. e fax. corn> 
Date: Jun 12, 2008 7:56 PM 
Subject: eFax from 2087664073 - 23 page(s) 
To: 1:yanlolsen@u:mai1,~om 
j 05] eFax 
I 
Fax Message 
You have received a 23 page fax at 2008-06-13 01:56:34 GMT. 
r)yh\'~ iL!SCt'Vt..:J. 
*The reference number for this fax Is lax.2 did12·12l332l567-43S5141795-45, ~Fr.it!\• rs.v rtp,;ii~tol;,~~1 r,rc~tfom;:.rk &r >-' C~ini':,il 
- \ .• omn 11Jn1ca 1c111!:l1 rn:, 
NOR0114 
2 14 :51 
From: 
Sent: 
To: 
FROM-
Jay Davis [jay@northemtitle.net} 
Wednesday, Ji.me 18, 2008 4:45 AM 
'Lorit'; 'Paui Davis' 
Subject: Cummings letter 
Attachments: Cummings letter.doc 
Lo rt, 
Attached is a lstter responding to the claims made by Steven Cummings. 
I need: 
T-335 P.010/025 F-465 
Page 1 or l 
1. A signed copy of Addendum #3 __ .. this is the ·most important because without I don't see that have anything in wrltting 
from Mr. Cummings to change the legal from the way It wa:;; attached to the RE:PC. 
2. A.'1 affidavit signed the rea!tors that they made it clear to mr. cu;nmings that he wasn't t::i recieve any property east 
of highway 30. 
Please review the lettei and let know if i need to change anything .... r'd love to attach executed copies of botfi of the 
above listed items. 
Thanks 
J 
NOR0117 
EXHIBIT 
;<_ 
' 
~ 
:': 
JUL-08-2012 14:51 FROM-
3 
4 
I 
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22 
23 
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,, 
wJ 
13 
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:u 
20 
22 
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Q, So when the concerns ~ame in !rom 
Mr. Cununings through Mr. Budge and also through a letter 
that was delivered to your office, what did you do at 
tha: point to respond to those concsrns? 
A, I would have scanned the letter to my e-mail 
and e-mailed it to the Davis brothers. 
Q. And did they call you back and ~iscuss it 
with yo\!.? 
A. Yes1 or e-mailed. 
Q, There were some e-mails tha: went back and 
forth between you and the Davises? 
A.. Yes. 
Q, I guess if you curn ~he page to 3S 1 :Sates 
No. 3S, is that one of the e-ma~l~? 
1' .. Yes. 
Q, Were there any other e-mail besides this one? 
l. Yes. 
Q, Bec:ause ! couldn 1 t Eind any others besides 
this one. Would you have kept those e-mails? 
A.. No, 
Q, ~fay not? 
k. Because I seldom ever printed an e-mail 
unless it was a letter to instruction. 
Q, So you are telling me chat there were e-rr~ils 
exchanged between you and the Davises about oonoe:ns with 
133 
:his transactiot ana you didn 1t save those e-rr~ils? 
A.. No. 
Q, Were they dele~ed? 
a. They probably went !Jito ::he -- a:te.r so long1 
r dalete eve;y six months. 
Q, Is that the practice o! Northern Title to 
just delete e-rr~ils and alectrorJc records when there 1s a 
known dispute? 
MR. BRARNSON: Objeetion. ~his isn 1t a 
30 (bl ( 6) witness. She can tsstify about her own 
knowledge, 
lr!R, OLSEN: Well1 She is a manager, 
b~ .. BEJ..RNSON: Manager of tne Montpelier 
office, 
Q, (BY MP.. OLS~N) Fron: your experience as 
rrianager and the many yea::s that you have worked for 
Northern Title1 is it the policy of Northern Title to 
delete docwnents? 
MR. BEARNSON; Objection. Foundation. 
Q. (BY MR. OLSEN) IS it the policy of Worthern 
Title, from your perspec~ive as manager and employea 1 to 
delete communications involving a disputed transaction? 
MR. B!:.~SON: Objection. Foundation. 
THE WITNESS: I guess I don'~ quite 
because it rs not a yes and na 
1 
5 
6 
7 
B 
s 
10 
1~ 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
I~ 
J.I 
18 
19 
20 
Oj ~-
22 
23 
Z4 
25 
1 
6 
7 
T-335 P.011/025 F-465 
Q. {BY ~m. uLSEN) It is a yes or no question, 
A. No, in not the policy, 
Q. Then why did you delete the e-mails? 
l. ~hey were part of a file, 
Q, So you don't th.ink that e-mail or e-iriails 
going ba~k and forth between you and your superiors wi:h 
regard to a disputed transaction &re part of :he file? 
Is that your testimony? 
!.. Not part of an es:row file. r did:n 1t have a 
separate file. 
Q, Is »!=', Cummings1 he is a customer of Northern 
Title, co:rect? 
A.. Yes, 
Q, And you handled his closing1 corre::t? 
A. I prepared it, 
Q, ~.nd Northern ~itls is the one who p:epared 
the title policy with regard to the CUl!lmi.ngs ;:ransactian, 
correct? 
1' •• Yes, 
Q. And when there were ques:ions or concerns 
raised by Mr. Cwmnings with regard :o that transaction1 
and those were discussed by e-mail with your superiors, 
that's not part of the file? That's no~ ~art of 
Mr. Cummings' tile; is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Let 1s ti:..""ll to Bates No. 40. Does :rJ.s look 
fa!l\i!iar to you? 
(Wit:ness reYiewed er.hlbit.) 
1., Yes. 
Q, Wnat is it? 
A. !t is a letter from Mr. Budge to me. 
Q. This is an e-mail and what is the date of 
tha~ e-mail? 
A. Juns lOth1 2008. 
10 Q. If we looked at the tel{t oE that e-mail --
11 do you remember receiving this e-rriail? 
12 
13 
14 
r· 
.!l 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
24 
l. Vayualy1 yes. 
Q. It says 1 "Lari; Thar1ks much! I also 
app:eciated visicing with you today and clarifying the 
circumstances surrounding the recording of the amended 
warranty deed, 11 
So that's Mr, Budge's ~-part of Mr. Budge's 
e-rna.il to you? 
A. Yes, 
Q. So did you have a visit with Mr. Budge about, 
"flm"l""'"'""'""""' quote 1 unguote 1 clarifying the circumstances surrounding 
the recording cf the amended warranty deed? 
A, Yes. 
Q, So your testimony sent 
correct? 
UL-03-2012 i4:51 FROM- T-335 P 012/025 F-465 
Page 161 
Le~ore Kar:ri 5 4/20l2 
l title oompany that you're obligated to issue a t le 
2 poli accordance trnent: t was 
3 reviewed by the parties? 
MR. BERGM.A.N: Objection. Calls for a legal 
conclusion. The document speaks for itself. 
6 Q. (BY MR. OLSEN) You can answer it. 
7 A. I would say yes. 
8 Q. In all of you~ experience, both with what 
9 you 1 ve experienced and what you've heard 1 have yo-.i ever 
10 heard a title policy containing a different legal 
11 description than what was in the title commitment that 
.12 not agreed upon by parties? 
13 IL No. 
Q. }\.nd would you say t 1 s a fail~.ire 
is t::i.eir duty under the agreement? 
16 rvlR. BERGIV!P.N: Objection. Same objection as 
be Calls a lega: conclusion. 
18 You can go ahead. 
19 THE .WITl'JES3: Yes. 
20 Q. (BY MR. OLSEN) Would you consider the conduct 
21 of Northern 7itle in s case to be an extreme 
22 deviation from :::::iormal standards of a title and 
2.3 escrow aaencv? 
_, ~ 
24 
25 
EXHIBfT 
1 A. Yes. Q. ~.nd why is that? 
208-345-9611 M & M COURT REPORTING SERVICE, INC. 800-234-9611 
JUL-Os-io12 14:51 FROM- T-335 P,013/025 F-465 
Paige lG.2 
Le::iore: Katri 5/14/2012 
l A. Because they didn 1 t. get wrii:ten instr"..lctions 
con:.ract. 
Q . JJ-.. r.Ld i s re other conduct, too, by 
Ncrtharn Title that you can of at this time that 
s would be considered extreme deviation? 
5 "" ...... !t appears they didr.. 1 t respond to 
7 purchaser to try and work out a solution to the problem. 
8 Q. A:.~d that 1 s a good po I 1 m glad you brought 
9 that up because there is some scussion in your 
io testimony today about the importance of neutrality and 
11 avoiding icts st. 
12 Is it appropriate when a claim comes in with 
13 to the transaccion t yot:. 1 ve closed you've 
acted as a neutral party to one side of issue? 
No. 
16 Q. Is it appropriate to actively collaborate with l 
on"" si your de.f ense? 
18 No. 
Q. Do you think it's even appropriate to 
20 indernr .. ify the side that 1 s not your insured? 
21 A. No. 
22 Q. Now, in No. 13, we 1 re back co this sclos'l:re 
23 stater.,ent / and I think there was some confusion with 
24 this one. But let 1 s just read is aga:..r.L, 
25 "This is Northern Title's duty to properly 
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~~-"~·~LA.KE, LLC, an Idaho Limited 
Company, DOES 
The Plaintiff (Currurings) offers Lhc memora.Ll.dum in support of his motion for 
leave to amend to allege pu..'1.itive da.-rnagcs. 11'.l.LS memorandum ls supported by the pleadings an.cl 
a..Ffidavits previously filed in this case as well as Lh.e Aft1da-vit of Counsel submitted herewith. 
MA TE RIAL FACTS 
LEGAL STANDARD 
Pursuant to LC. 6-1604(2), the threshold for gra.l.ting a motion to a.rnend a complaint to 
add a punitive damages claim is where the Court "after weig...11.ing the evidence presented., the 
coun concludes tl1at, moving party has est,tbiished at (a) hearing a reasonable likelihood of 
facts at trial punitive damages." Id 6-1604(2). Of note, 
standard for &u.ending w.."'le complaint is lower w.~an the standard that the plaintiff must meet at 
trial to recover pu..Tlitive damages, requiring "clear and convincing evidence, (of) oppressive, 
fraudulent, malicious or outrageous conduct!' Id. at (J ). Idaho courts have confirmed that the 
bmden to a1nend pleadL.J.gs for punitive damages is a preponderance standard as opposed to 
clear and convi.-i.dng standard. Myers v. Workmen's Aura. Ins. Co., 140 Idaho 495, 501, 95 P-3d 
977 (2004). 
ln ldaho, an award of punitive damages is warLanted where then:; is : 
an exlrerne deviation from reasonable standards of conduct, and that the act was 
performed by me defendant wim an understanding of or disregard of its likely 
consequences. The justification for punitive damages must be t.tiat the defendant acted 
with an extremely harrntul state of mind, whether that be tenned malice, oppression, 
2[Plaintiff's Memorandum in Support of Motion for Leave to 
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fraud, or gross negligence; malice, oppression, wa..D.tonness; or simply deliberate or 
willful. 
Idaho 
The courts have also provided guidanc.t.:: as to what constitutes punitive damages a 
contractual re1atioD.S.Llip. 
The award of punitive damages in the c:ontext of a contractual :-dationsbip seems to be 
based on conduct which is unreasonable and irrational in Ihe business contex:L The act 
shows a Jack of professional regard for the consequence of the breach of u."le contracrual 
agreement. 'When parties enter into a contract, they assume not only the contractual 
duties imposed by their agreement, they assume a du!y to act in good fairh. If a parry 
breaches its duty to act: good fait..h., it may be liable for not only the usual damages 
resulting from the breach, but also punitive damages. 
Cuddy Mountain Concrete, Inc. V Cizade! Consrr. Inc., 121Idaho220, 824 P.2d 151, 169-61 
(Ct. App. 1992). 
In addition> rl.1e cotL-r.s have ''long allowed" a punitive damages claim in situations where 
is a "fiduciary duty' by a party such as an Lrisurer that has a:;ted "bad faiih." Hail v. 
Farmers Alliance lv.fut. Ins. Co., 179 276 (.lda..1-io 2008); See also, Robinson v. Sr:are Farm 
1v.fur. Auro. Ins. Co., 137 Idaho 173, 45 P.3d 829 (Idaho 2002); Walston v. Monumental Life Ins. 
Co., 129 Ida110 211 (Idaho 1996); Myers v. Workmen's Aura Insurance Co., 140 Idaho 495, 95 
P .. 3d 977 (Idaho 2004). These decisions point out that there :may be "numerous situations arise 
where the breaking of a prom:se may be an extreme deviation from standards of reasonable 
conduct, and, when done with k. .. 11.owledgc of its likely effects, may be ground..s for an award of 
punitive damages." Id. (citations orrritted.) 
The Court should fu.-rher consider the following fuctors when deciding whether to allow 
the question of punitive damages to go to the jury: 
(1) The presence of expert tes<:imony; 
3!PJaintiff's Memorandum in Support of Motion for Leave to 
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(T 
-) wnether t.lie U.'lleasonable conduct actually caused hai.."111 to the plaintiff; 
Whe'!:her there is a special 
relationship; 
between parties~ as in a insured-insurer 
Proof of a continuing course of oppressive conduct, arid 
(5) Proof of the actor's ki.I.owledge of the likely consequences of the conduct. 
Cheney v. Palos Verdes Inv. Corp. 104 Idaho 897, 665 P.2d 661 (1983). 
Additionally> nothing prevents the Court from "reserving the final decision on submitting 
the issues of punitive damages to the jury" umll after the Court is satisfied that tbe plaintiff has 
presented sufficient evidence in The record to proceed ~1th a cause of action for puritive darnages 
in front of the jury. Myers, 140 Idaho at 502, 95 P.3d at 977. 
ARGL1\1ENT 
According to the legal standards set forth above, there is now an a::m. .. 'ldance of evidence 
befor-e the Court L.1-:tat there is at least a reasonable likelihood 
burden of proof necessary to warrant punitive damages against :..fie Defendai.J.t, Northern Ti·Je. 
As has been previously established, as Escrow Agent and Title Insurer, Northern Title has both 
contractual and fiduciary duties toward its insured and custom.er, Cummings. (See pleadings re: 
Cummings ]Y.fotionfor Partial Summary Judgmenr againsr Defendanr Northern Title.) Wirhin 
that fiduciary and contractual role, Northern Title has corn.mitred a combination of acts from the 
very beginning of its relationship with Cummings until now that ta._1cen together constitute "bad 
faith/' ai."1. ''extreme deviation from the standard of conduct," "gross negligence," and/or 
''deliberate- or mllful conduct," all with a complete "disr:::gard of its likely consequences" that 
constirute "harmfal state of mind" warra..11ting punitive damages. 
41Plaintiff's Memorandum in Support of Motion for Leave to 
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The cumulation of wrongs and consistc;nt pattern of bad faith committed by Northern 
over 
including Ihe following: 
l, Prior to closing the transaction., Northern Title made changes to the deed different 
than what was in the purchase c:ontract, without any vvritten instruction, and 
without seeking approval from Cummings- a violation of the written escrow 
agreement and statutory and common law, (See pleadings supporting Cummings 
Motionf.r;r Summary Judgment.) 
2. After closing,' Northern Title ag;ain made chan.ges to t...1-ie deed t.1-:iat removed 83 
acres from Cummings, contra.ry to what was in t.h.e vvritten purchase agreement, 
and the title corrunitn:ient, again without his .knowledge or approval> and recorded 
a new deed without obtaining original signatures. (Id) 
3. Norwithstandi..i.J.g its strict duty to be a "neutral party" and act only upon 
instruction from both sides, Nort.1-iern Title received and acted on instruction by 
only one side of the transaction, the seller, Mr. Stephens. After the transaction 
had been closed and funds disbursed, Northern Title ur1ilatera1ly acted on Mr. 
Stephens' claim that the sale included only the west side of the highway, even 
though this was directly contrary to what was in the VvTI.tten purchase agreement 
and title comn:iitment. (Id.) 
4. Even after recording the new deed, Northern Title did not notify Curr..mings in 
writing or verbally that it had made the changes. In fact, at no point did N orrhern. 
Title ever contact Cu...T ... m.in.gs to deterIDJne what he understood the contract to be, 
even though it had direct contaet \.vitb C:..unmings vvith regard to this transaction. 
(Id.) 
5. Northern Title delayed over eight months in issuing tbe Title Policy, which was 
different than what was in the title commiunent and \vritten contract, and wbat 
they had agreed to in the escrow agreement. Moreover, the Title Policy was 
issued contrary to Northern Title's internal instniction from its tit:1e officer 
indicating t.liat it be issued in accordance witlt the "original" title commitment and 
purchase and sale agreement. (ld.) 
6. After 2'Jorrl1ern Title becarne aware of a potential claim against the seller, 
Stephens, to enforce the original Warranty Deed, again, rather than maintain any 
sense of neutrality, Nonhem Tit1e sprung i..rito action to :ry and protect Stephens. 
(Id) 
7. Rather than respond to Cummings' claims, Northern Title in.stead contacted 
Stephens' attorney and Stephens' agents, the realrors, with the express intent to 
SIPlaintiff's Memorandum in Support of Motion for Leave to 
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"collaborate" their efforts to protect Stephens. Northern Title obtained 
'"statements" from the realtors as well as i..rliormation directly from the realtor's 
(Id See also 1 to Olsen Aff, June 2008, E-mail) 
9. Nor-them Tit:le President, Jay Davis, prepared a le:ter to Cum..'Tiings t.\.iat was never 
sent which claimed that Cummings had agreed in "writing" that he was only 
purchasing the west side. The reason for not sending this letter is clear because of 
an e-mail from 11r. Davis to Ms. Thornock wherein he indicated that he needed a 
ccsigned" version of "'Addendum # 311 to t.11.e purchase agreement, which indeed 
does not exisL Of further note, the e-mail is an admission that u.1.e purchase 
contract contained no exclusions of property on the east side. (Olsen Aff Exh. 2) 
10. When Cummings filed a claim agai.."1.St Stephens to enforce the original Warranty 
Deed, again vvithout notice or authorization from Cummings, and notwithstanding 
its fiduciary role as both escrow agent and title insurer, Northern Title agreed to 
indemnify Stephens. Northern Title's attorney, Brad Bearnson, filed an 
appearance in the case under tbe guise of being "local counsel" for Stephens, 
when in fact he was there prh"llarily for N onhern Tide. (See generally the 
pleadings this case.) 
11. After the lawsuit was filed and many years after the transaction had closed, 
Thornock filed an affidavit in support of Stephens, wherein she claims that ::-ealtor, 
Dorothy Julla..11, had called her to inform her that the sale only included the west 
side. Nowhere in the records that she kept at the time of the transaction, including 
the log notes and her file, is there any documentation of this alleged conversation. 
In fact, all of the comempora.."lcous records suggest that Thornock's brother-in-
law, Evan Skinner, was the primary agent involved in the transaction, i.e. that he 
was both the '"listing" and ·'sellers" agent. Thomock's relationship with 1v1r. 
Skinner was never disclosed to Cummings. (See pleadings and Cummings' 111.or 
For Part. Sum. Judg.) 
12. Thornock hai;; admitted that she deleted e-mails related to the transaction after 
Northern Title became aware that there was a dispute. Tbis constitutes spoilatiorr 
of evidence. (See OlsenA.JJ, Exh. 3, Thornock Dep. 133-135) 
13. Northern Title has deceptively attempted to promote ·'maps" to suggest that the 
sale was only going to include Lhe west side, without providing any foundation 
that the maps were ever reviewed or approved by Cummings. Even then, the 
"maps)' do not contain a border showing the boundaries of the propeny, and can 
easily be construed w suggest that the sale did Li.·:tdced include both sides. (See 
Cummings Mot. for Part. Summ. Judg.) 
14. Non:hern Title's bad faith has been perpetuated by its conduct in the litigation, 
including causing inordinate delays, purpose.fully -withholding requested 
information, breacring agr~ernents with counsel wit..h regard to depositions and 
other discovery matters, making extremely late and insufficient disclosures, 
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bombarding the court and plaintiff with borderli..n.e frivolous motions submitted 
with hundreds of documenrs) and outright misrepresenti."lg facts in the case. (See 
pleadings, particular tb.e and July, 20 
fo addition to the above, Cummings: has obtained the te.st:L.-nony of an expert more 
30 years experience in rhe title and escrow indust..ry, Lenore Ka:ri. ~'hen questioned about 
whet.her Northern Title's conduct constituted an "extreme deviation" from the industry standards, 
Ms. Katri agreed, with the following pertinent testimony: 
Q: Would you consider the conduct of Northern Title in t..1Us case to be an e)...'treme 
deviation from the normal sta..1dards of a title and escrow agency: 
A: Yes 
Q: Why is that? 
A: Because t.1ey didn't get -written instructions 
contract. 
ariy changes to the original 
Q: And is there any other conduct, by Noru'lern Title that you ca..'1. think of at this 
time that would be considered extreme deviation? 
A: Tt appears that they didn't respond tc:i the purchaser to try and work out a solution 
to the problem. 
Q: J\...nd L.~at's a good point glad you brought that up because there is some 
discussion in your testimony today about the importance of neutrality and 
avoiding conflicts of interest Ts it appropriate when a claim comes in with regard 
to the transaction that you've closed that you've acted as a neutral party to take 
one side of the issue? 
A: No. 
Q: Do yoti think it's even appropriate to indemnify the side that's not your insured? 
No 
Lenore Karri June 15, 2012, Dep. 161 :20-25, 162: 1-20. (Provided as Olsen .A.J.f. 4) 
One way of amplifying the outrageous conduct of Northern Title ir: this :nancr is to 
consider the follmving: First, Nord1em Title made no effort whatsoever in the beginning to 
ascertain or confim1 that its customer and fid:iciary's intent was with regard to the east side 
7JP1aintiff' s Memorandum in Support of Motion for Leave to 
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acreage. This is egregious in itself Second, Northern has not acted with any sense of 
Stephens, at massive expense to the buyer, M..r. Cummings. TI1e com.bin.ation of these two 
factors, i.e. that it has never sought or kno-wn the intent of Cummings and has instead actively 
defended and promoted Stephens' interest, is what makes Northern Title's conduct particularly 
aggravating. fo essence, Nort.11ern Title has not demonstrated one shred of its obligation and duty 
toward ensuring that the purchaser's (Cummings) intent is both known and followed, while at 
same time taking extreme and inappropriate measures to support the seller (Stephens). This 
clearly fits within fac ''outrageous" or "willful and deliberate" conduct of a fiduciary suggesting a 
''bad state of mind" warrants at least an L.'1st.--uction for punitive damages. 
CONCLUSION 
Pursuant to the foregoing, Cti...'TIIT'ings' Mm.ion for Leave to Amend Complaint to add a 
claim for ptmit:ive da.--nages should be granted. There is at least a reasonable likelL.1-iood that given 
the evidence now before the Court a.11.d to be presented at trial a jury "vill find that Northern 
s conduct wai.-rants punitive damages. 
DATED iliis s_ day of July, 2012. 
SEN 
Natha 
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Case No. CV-2009-183 
STEPHENS' AME1''DED A_~SWER TO 
CUMJ\1INGS' SECOND AMENDED 
COMPL~T'f 
COMES NOW Defendant ROGER STEPHENS (hereinafter "Defendant"), through 
counsel, and in answer to Plaintiff's Second Amended Complaint (hereafter "Plaintiff's 
Complaint") alleges and states as follows: 
PARTIES 
1. Defendant admits the allegations contained in paragraph 1 of Plaintiff's 
Complaint. 
STEPHENS' AMENDED A.~SWER TO CUMMINGS' SEC01''D AMEl'<'DED COMPLAINT - P. 1 
2. Defendant admits the s 
3. Defendant admits the allegations contained in paragraph 3 Plaintiffs 
Complaint. 
JURISDICTION Ai~D VENUE 
4. Defendant admits the allegations contained in paragraph 4 of Plaintiffs 
Complaint. 
5. Defendant admits the allegations contained in paragraph 5 of Plaintiff's 
Complaint. 
GENERAL ALLEGATIONS 
6. Defendant is without sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations of 
paragraph 6 of Plaintiff's Complaint, and therefore denies the same. 
7. Defendant is without sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations of 
paragraph 7 of Plaintiffs Complaint, a..11d therefore denies the sa..111e. 
8. Defendant is without sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations of 
paragraph 8 of Plaintiffs Complaint, and therefore denies the same. 
9. Defendant is without sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations 
paragraph 9 of Plaintiffs Complaint, and therefore denies the same. 
10. DefendfuJ.t is without sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations of 
paragraph 10 of Plaintiffs Complaint, and therefore denies the same. 
11. Defendant is without sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations of 
paragraph 11 of Plaintiffs Complaint, and therefore denies the same. 
12. Defendant is without sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations of 
STEPHE.~S' AMENDED ANSWER TO CUMMINGS' SECOf\'D Ai\IBNDED COMPLAINT P. 2 
paragraph 12 of Plal.,ri.tiff s Complaint, and therefore denies the same. 
3. As to paragraph 13 
prepared a PSA and COIIL'llitment, Order # 1183. Defendant is without sufficient 
information to admit or deny any remaining allegations, and therefore denies the sa...11e. 
14. Defendai'lt denies the allegations contained within paragraph 4 of Plaintiff's 
Complaint 
15. Defendant denies paragraph 15 insofar as such alleges Plaintiff complied with his 
due diligence requirements, and insofar as such alleges the corr11"Tiitment prepared by 
Northern Title did not contain any exception language. As for any remaining allegations 
Defendant is without sufficient information to admit or deny the 
denies the same. 
thereof, and therefore 
16. Defendant is without sufficient information to admit or deny allegations 
paragraph 16 of Plaintiff's Complaint, and therefore denies the same. 
17. Defendant denies paragraph 17 insofar as such alleges Plaintiff complied with his 
due diligence requirements; Defendant admits that Plaintiff executed the assignment to purchase 
Three Bar Ranches mterest for $50,000.00; as for any remaining allegations, Defendant is 
without sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations of paragraph 17 of Plaintiff's 
Complaint, ai1d therefore denies the same. 
18. Defenda11t is without sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations of 
paragraph 18 of Plaintiff's Complaint , and t.1erefore denies the same. 
19. Defendant denies paragraph 19 of Plaintiffs Complaint, insofar as such alleges 
Defendant Northern Title was retained to represent solely Plaintiff in the closing of the property. 
As to any further allegations, Defendant is without sufficient information to admit or deny the 
STEPHK1'.lS' AMENDED ANS'\YER TO CUMMINGS' SECOND AME.NDED CO.Ml'LAINT - P. 3 
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t.1-iereof, and same. 
2L Defendant is without sufficient information to admit or deny allegations 
paragraph 21 of Plaintiff's Complaint, a.rid therefore denies the same. 
22. Defendant is without sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations of 
paragraph 22 of Plaintiffs Complaint, and therefore denies the same. 
23. Defendai.1t admits the allegations contained within paragraph 23 of Plaintiff's 
Complaint. 
24. Defendant is without sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations of 
paragraph 24 of Plaintiffs Complaint, and therefore denies the sa."'lle. 
25. Defendant is without sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations of 
paragraph 25 of Plaintiffs Complaint, and therefore denies the same. 
26. Defendant is without sufficient information to adi.llit or deny the allegations of 
paragraph 26 of Plaintiffs Complaint, and therefore denies the sa.111e. 
27. As to the allegations of paragraph 27 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendant admits 
that the August 3, 2007 recorded deed did contain the statement, after paragraph 
FOLLO\V1NG PARCELS ARE CONVEYED EXCEPTING THEREFROM ANY PORTION 
LYING EASTERLY .S. HIGHWAY." As to any further allegations in paragraph 27 of 
Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendant is without sufficient information to admit or deny the 
allegations, and therefore denies the same. 
28. Defendant is without sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations of 
paragraph 28 of Plaintiff's Complaint, and therefore denies the same. 
29. As to the allegations of paragraph 29, Defendant admits that a scrivener's error in 
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W a..rranty Deed as detected by an individual the County Assessor's Office was 0"""-.-"""T"'n 
had no to 
Plaintiff, consisting of approximately 270 acres located west U.S. Highway Defendant 
lacks sufficient information to admit or deny any remaining allegations of paragraph a..rid 
therefore dePies foe same. 
Defendant denies the allegations contained within paragraph 30 Plaintiffs 
Complaint. 
31. Defendm1t is without sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations of 
paragraph 31 of Plaintiffs Complaint, and therefore denies the same. 
Defendant is without sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations 
paragraph 32 of Plaintiffs Complaint, mid therefore denies the same. 
33. As to paragraph 33 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defend&"'lt affirmatively states 
note maintained by Defendant Northern Title speaks itself Defendant is without 
sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations of paragraph 33 of Plaintiffs Complaint, 
mid therefore denies the same. 
34. Defendmit is without sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations 
paragraph 34 of Plaintiff's Complaint, mid therefore denies the same. 
35. Defendmit is without sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations of 
paragraph 35 of Plaintiffs Complaint, and therefore denies the same. 
36. Defendant is without sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations of 
paragraph 36 of Plaintiffs Complaint, and therefore denies the sa..me. 
37. As to paragraph 37 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendant denies such allegations 
insofar as t.hey suggest Defendmit or Defendant Northern Title supplied Plaintiff with a false or 
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the fact legal description the property. Defendant lacks sufficient information 
or 37 
therefore denies the same. 
38. As to the allegations contained in paragraph 38, Defenda..11t states that the 
Complaint filed with the Court speaks for itself Defenda..'l.t admits the Complaint was filed on or 
about July 29, 2009 with the Idal10 6th Judicial District, Bear Lake County (CV-09-183), and 
listed "JOHN DOES I-X." Defendant lacks sufficient information to admit or deny any further 
allegations contained in paragraph 38 of Plaintiff's Complaint, and therefore denies the same. 
39. Defendant admits the allegations contained in paragraph 39 of the Plaintiffs 
Complaint. 
40. Defendant admits the allegations contained paragraph 40 of Plaintiff's 
Complaint. 
41. As to the allegations contained in paragraph , exclusive of subparts (a) through 
(p ), Defendant admits that Plaintiff filed a motion for summary judgment, and that discovery was 
exchanged between the parties. Defendant lacks sufficient information to admit or deny any 
further allegations contained in paragraph 41 of Plai..11tiffs Complaint, and therefore denies the 
same. 
42. Defendant denies the allegations contained in paragraph 41 (a) of Plai..'1.tiff s 
Complaint. 
43. Defendant is without sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations of 
paragraph 41 (b) of Plaintiffs Complaint, and therefore denies foe same. 
44. Defendant denies the allegations contained in paragraph 41 (c) of Plaintiff's 
Complaint. 
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45. Defendant denies the allegations contained in paragraph 41 of Plaintiffs 
As to fae allegations of paragraph 41 Complaint, Defendant 
admits that Defendant Northern Title recorded a corrected deed after a scrivener's error was 
detected by an individual in the County Assessor's Office, which had no effect upon the property 
sold by Stephens to Plaintiff, consisting approximately 270 acres located west of US 
Highway 30. Defendant denies any remaining allegations contained wifain paragraph 41(e) of 
Plaintiff's Complaint. 
47. Defendant is without sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations of 
41(f) of Plaintiff's Complaint, and therefore denies fae same. 
48. Defendant denies the allegations contairied within paragraph 41(g) of Plaintiff's 
Complaint. 
49. to paragraph 4l(h) of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendant states faat any written 
email speaks for itself. Defendant denies any remaining allegations contained within paragraph 
41 of Plaintiff's Complaint. 
50. As to paragraph 41 Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendant admits faat Defendant 
Northern Title bas agreed to indemnify Defendant Stephens. Defendant denies any further 
allegations contained in paragraph 41 (i) of Plaintiff's Complaint. 
51. As to paragraph 41 (j) of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendant admits that Defendant 
Northern Title has agreed to indemnify Defendant Stephens. Defendant denies any further 
allegations contained in paragraph 41 (j) of Plaintiff's Complai.nJ. 
52. As to paragraph 41(k) of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendant admits that Brad 
Bearnson entered as co-counsel for Defendant Stephens, and that he is also Defendant Northern 
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paragraph 
53. Defendant denies the allegations contained paragraph 41 (1) 
Complaint. 
54. Defendant is without sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations 
paragraph 41 of Plaintiff's Complaint, and therefore denies the Sfu-ne. 
55. As to paragraph 4l(n) of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendant admits that his counsel 
assisted in m1swering the subpoena request made upon Defendant Northern Title. As to 
further allegations remaining, Defendant is without sufficient information to admit or deny 
thereof, and therefore denies the same. 
56. Defendant is without sufficient LTJ.formation to admit or deny the allegations of 
paragraph 41 ( o) of Plaintiff's Complaint, and therefore denies the same. 
57. Defendant denies the allegations contained in paragraph 
Complaint. 
58. Defendant denies the allegations contained within paragraph 42 
Complaint. 
59. Defendant is without sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations 
paragraph 43 of Plaintiff's Complaint, and therefore denies the same. 
60. Defendant denies the allegations contained in paragraph 44 of Plaintiff's 
Complaint. 
61. Defendant denies the allegations contained in paragraph 45 of Plaintiff's 
ComplahJ.t. 
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CUUNT I-Breach of Warranty (Stephens -Northern Title) 
by reference answer to the preceding paragraphs Plaintiff's Complaint 
63 Defendant ach'Tiits paragraph 47 of Plaintiff's Complaint. 
64. Defendant admits paragraph 48 of Plaintiff's Complaint, insofar as Stephens 
provided warranties of title, but denies all other allegations of paragraph 48. 
65. As to paragraph 49 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendant affirmatively states that 
the Warranty Deed speaks for itself. As to a..'1y remaining allegations, Defendant is without 
sufficient information to admit or deny the truth thereof, and therefore denies the same. 
66. Defenda11t denies those allegations contained in paragraph 50 of Plaintiff's 
Complaint. 
67. As to paragraph 51 of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defenda..'1t admits that it has entered 
into an indemnity agreement with Defendant Northern Title, affirmatively states that such 
agreement speaks for itself, and denies all ofaer allegations contained in paragraph 51. 
68. Defendant denies those allegations contained paragraph 52 of Plaintiff's 
ComplaiI1t. 
COUNT - Conversion (Stephens - Northern Title) 
69. Answering the allegations of paragraph 53, Defendant realleges and incorporates 
herein by fais reference its answer to the preceding paragraphs of Plaintiff's Complaint. 
70. Defendant denies those allegations contained in paragraph 54 of Plaintiff's 
Complaint. 
71. Defendant denies those allegations contained in paragraph 5 5 of Plaintiff's 
Complaint. 
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Defendant denies those 
As to paragraph of Plaintiff's Complaint, Defendant admits it has entered 
an indemnity agreement Defendru'lt Northern Title, affirmatively states that such 
agreement speaks for itself, and denies all other allegations contained in paragraph 57. 
74. Defendant denies those allegations contained in paragraph 58 of Plaintiff's 
COUNT III - Slander of Title (Stephens - Northern Title) 
7 5. Answering the allegations of paragraph 59, Defendant realleges and incorporates 
herein reference its answer to the preceding paragraphs of Plaintiffs Complaint. 
Defendant denies those allegations contained in paragraph 60 of Plaintiff's 
Complaint. 
Defendant denies those allegations contained in paragraph 61 of 
Complaint. 
As to paragraph 62 of Plaintiff's Complaii.J.t, Defendant admits that it has entered 
an indeITLrlity agreement Defendant Northern Title, affirmatively states that such 
agreement speaks for itself, and denies ail other allegations contained in paragraph 62. 
79. Plaintiff denies the allegations contained in paragraph 63 of the Plaintiff's 
Complaint. 
COUNT IV- Breach of Contract (Northern Title) 
80. Answering t.1e allegations of paragraph 64, Defendant realleges a.nd incorporates 
herein by this reference its answer to the preceding paragraphs of Plaintiff's Complaint 
81. Defendant denies paragraph 65 of Plaintiff's Complaint, insofar as such alleges 
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Plaintiff in the closing the property or escrow 
states the escrow ~~ .. ..,~ .... speaks 
itself Furthermore, any specific escrow agreement being referenced by s Complaint 
was not included in Exhibit "E" as alleged, and therefore Defenda.D.t is without sufficient 
information to adm.it or deny any remaining allegations of paragraph 65, and therefore denies the 
same. 
82. Defendant denies the allegations contained vvi~1Un paragraph 66, and subparts 
through(£), of Plaintiff's Complaint. 
83 Defendant den.ies the allegations contained within paragraph 67 of Plaintiff's 
Complaint. 
COD"NT V -Per Se Violations of Idaho Escrow Act (Northern Title) 
84. Answering the allegations of paragraph 68, Defendant realleges and incorporates 
herein by reference its 3.LJ.swer to the preceding paragraphs of Plai11tiff' s Complaint. 
85. As to paragraph 69 of Plaintiff's Complaint, its accompanying subparts (a) 
through (h), and paragraph with its accompanying subparts (a) Defendant 
affirmatively states that the Idaho Code as enacted speaks for itself. As to any allegations 
contained within these paragraphs, such are directed to Defendant Northern and not 
Defendant Stephens, and therefore Defenda.11t is without sufficient information to admit or deny 
the truth thereof, and therefore den.ies the same. 
87. to any allegations contained within paragraph 71 of Plaintiff's Complaint, such 
are directed to Defendant Northern Title, and not Defendant Stephens, and therefore Defendant 
is without sufficient information to admit or deny the truth thereof, and therefore den.ies the 
same. 
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Defendant denies allegations contained paragraph 72 of Defendants 
COUNT VII [sic] - Breach of of Good and Fair Dealing (Northern 
89. Answering the allegations of paragraph , Defend&'l.t realleges and incorporates 
herein by this reference its answer to the preceding paragraphs of Plaintiffs Complaint. 
As to any ailegations contained within paragraph 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79 and 
of Plaintiffs Complaint, such are directed to Defendant Northern Title, and not Defendant 
Stephens, and therefore Defendant is without sufficient information to admit or deny the truth 
thereof, and therefore denies the same. 
91. Defendant denies the allegations contained within paragraph 81 of Piaintiff s 
Complaint. 
COUNT VIII [sic] - Negligence or Gross Negligence (Northern Title) 
92. Answering the allegations of paragraph 82, Defendant realleges and incorporates 
by this reference its answer to the preceding paragraphs of Plaintiffs Complaint. 
91 As to any allegations contained within paragraph 83, 84 and 85 Plaintiffs 
Complaint, such are directed to Defendant Northern Title, and not Defendant Stephens, and 
therefore Defendant is without sufficient information to admit or deny the truth t.J..iereof, and 
therefore denies the same. 
94. Defendant denies the allegations contained within paragraph 86 of Plaintiff's 
Complaint. 
COUNT IX [sic} - Breach of Insurance Policy Agreement 
95. Answering the allegations of paragraph 87, Defendant realleges and incorporates 
herein by this reference its answer to the preceding paragraphs of Plaintiffs Complaint. 
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As to paragraph 
a to 8, 
states that the aforementioned agreement speaks for itself, and that as to 
remaiilli'lg allegations paragraph 88, Defendant lacks sufficient information to admit or 
deny truth thereof, and therefore denies the same. 
As to paragraph 89 of Plaintiffs Complaint, Defendant admits the title 
commitment policy issued to Plaintiff contains a "Defense and Prosecution of Actions 
Provision," but affirmatively states 1:.t1at the specific provision, and the agreement of which it is a 
part, speaks itself. As to any remaining allegations within paragraph 89, Defendant lacks 
sufficient information to admit or deny the truth thereof, and therefore denies the same. 
98. Defendant denies t.li.e allegations contained within paragraph 90 of Plaintiff's 
Complaint. 
99. Defendant denies the allegations contained within paragraph 91 
Complaint. 
100. Defendant denies the allegations contained within paragraph 92 of Plaintiff's 
Complaint. 
1 Defendant is without sufficient information to admit or deny the allegations 
paragraph 93 of Plaintiff's Complaint, and therefore denies the same. 
102. Defendant denies the allegations contained within paragraph 94 of Plaintiff's 
Complaint. 
103. Defendant denies the allegations contained within paragraph 95 of Plaintiff's 
Complaint. 
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COUNT IX [sic] - Infliction of Emotional Distress (Northern Title & Stephens) 
the allegations of paragraph Defendant realleges 
herein this reference its answer to preceding paragraphs of Plaintiffs Complaint. 
Defendant denies the allegations contained within paragraph 97 of Plaintiffs 
Complaint. 
106. Defenda11t denies the allegations contained within paragraph 98 of Plaintiff's 
Complaint 
107. Defendant denies the allegations contained within paragraph 99 of Plaintiff's 
Complaint. 
108. Defendant denies the allegations contained withi..1 paragraph 100 of Plaintiff's 
Complaint 
109. Defendant denies the allegations contained within paragraph 101 of Plaintiff's 
Complaint 
POTENTIAL FOR ADDITIONAL CLAIMS 
110. Defendant denies the allegations contained within paragraph 102 of Plaintiff's 
Complaint. 
PlJNITIY'E DA.."J\1AGES 
111. Defendant denies the allegations contained within paragraph 103 of Plaintiff's 
Complaint. 
ATTOR~EY FEES 
112. iillswering the allegations of paragraph 104, Defendant realleges and incorporates 
herein by this reference its answer to the preceding paragraphs of Plaintiffs Complaint. 
113. Defendant denies the allegations contained within paragraph 105 of Plaintiff's 
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1 4. s 
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 
1. Plaintiff's claims fail to state a upon can be 
against Defendant. 
Plaintiff's alleged claims are barred by the doctrines of accord and 
satisfaction, novation, set-off, payment, release, consent, waiver, estoppel, and/or laches. 
3. Plaintiff's alleged claims are barred by the doctrines of unclean hands 
and/or pari delecto. 
4. Plaintiff's alleged claims are ba._-rred by its own material breach and/or 
'Wrongful conduct regarding any contract, agreements, express or i..rnplied. 
alleged claims are barred under the specific and/or 
disclaimers of any warranty, contracts, and/or other agreements between Plaintiff and 
Defendant. 
6. Plaintiff's alleged claims barred wherein Defendant's actions and/or 
omissions were conducted in good faith. 
7 
I• Plaintiff's alleged claims are barred due to Plaintiff's own bad-faith actions 
and/or omissions. 
8. Plaintiff's alleged claims are barred due to failure to mitigate. 
9. Plaintiff's alleged claims are barred in whole or in part under the doctrines 
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contributory negligence. 
1 
any duties or imposed by 
11. Plaintiffs alleged claims are barred for lack of privity. 
12. Plaintiffs alleged claims are barred by breaches of implied covenants 
good faith and · dealing; thereby relieve Defendant of any responsibility, obligation, 
and/or liability. 
13. Plaintiffs alleged claims are barred by the applicable statute of limitations. 
14. Plaintiffs alleged claims are barred where Defendant has expressly, 
impliedly, or by the operation of law, been excused from any and all obligations relating 
to Plaintiffs Complaint and/or any breach of any alleged agreement therein. 
1 Plaintiffs alleged claims are barred in whole or in part by the doctrines 
iiupossibility, impracticability and/or frustration of purpose. 
16. Plaintiffs alleged claims are barred by the doctrines of mutual mistake 
ai1d/ or unilateral rrustake. 
17. Plaintiffs alleged claims are barred by lack of and/or failure of 
consideration. 
18. Plaintiffs alleged claims are barred by Plaintiffs own fraud and/or fraud in 
the inducement. 
19. Plaintiffs alleged claims are barred by lack of notice. 
20. Plaintiffs alleged claims are barred by failure to join an indispensible 
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Plaintiffs alleged claims are barred under the Idaho Real Estate 
Representation Act, where Plaintiff did not have actual knowledge of, and reasonably 
could not have known of the wrongful acts, errors, omissions or misrepresentations by 
Ms. Julian, Mr. Skiril"ler, W.u. Olsen, and/or Exit Realty Bear Lake, LLC. 
23. Defendant reserves the right to raise additional affiilllative defenses that 
may be appropriate as investigation, discovery, and analysis of this case proceed. 
Defendant reserves all rights to raise all offsets and affirmative claims it has or may have 
as against Plaintiff, including, without limitation, for attorney fees and costs incurred in 
connection with this case. 
REQUEST FOR ATTORNEY FEES 
Plaintiffs Complaint is wifaout basis in law or fact, and Defendant is entitled to an award 
of reasonable attorney fees and costs incurred pursuant to agreements between the parties. 
Attorney fees are also appropriate u,.11der Idaho Code§ 12-120(3) and/or §1 121. 
\VHEREFORE, Defendant respectfully asks this Court to dismiss Plaintiffs claims with 
prejudice and to deny PlaL.11tift"'s relief thereby, for attorney's fees, costs and expenses, and for 
such further and oLher as the Court deems just under the circurnstai1ces. 
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3 
this day of 
fuA..NDALL c. BUDGE 
Attorneys for Defendant Roger Stephens 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 3rd day of 12, I served a true and correct copy 
of the above and foregoing document to the following person(s) as follows: 
Nathan M. Olsen 
Petersen Moss Hall & Olsen 
485 "E" Street 
Idaho Fails, Idaho 83402 
Brad Bearnson 
Beam.son & Caldwell 
399 N. Main St, Ste 270 
Logan, Utah 84321 
Honorable David C. Nye 
Bannock County Courthouse 
624 Center, Rm 220 
Pocatello, Idaho 83205 
(Courtesy Copy) 
[ 
[ 
[ 
. S. Mail/Postage Prepaid 
Har1d Delivery 
Overnight Mail 
Facsimile (208-524-3391) 
Email (Bathan(a),pITu11olaw.com) 
.S. Mail/Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivery 
Overnight Mail 
[ ] Facsimile (435-752-6301) [ vf Email (Qbearnson(a),beamsonlaw.com) 
J 
J 
] 
[ ] 
[ x] 
U. S. Mail/Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivery 
Overnight Mail 
Facsimile (208-344-5510) 
Email ( davidn@banr1ockcounty.us) 
fuA..NDALLC.1BUDGE ~ 
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DEPUTY CASE NO. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BEAR LAKE 
STEVEN CUMMINGS, an individual residing in ) 
Montana, ) 
) 
Plaintiff ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
) 
ROGER L. STEPHENS, an individual residing in ) 
Providence, Utah, NORTHERN TITLE CO. OF ) 
IDAHO, INC, an Idaho Corporation, JOHN ) 
DOES, I-X. ) 
Defendants. ) 
CASE NO. CV-2009-000183 
MEMORANDUM DECISION 
ON PLAINTIFF,S 
MOTION TO EXCLUDE 
NORTHERN TITLE'S 
EXPERT AND ON NORTHERN 
TITLE'S MOTION TO 
EXTEND DISCLOSURE 
DEADLINE FOR EXPERTS 
At the July 3, 2012, hearing on this matter the Court took only one issue under advisement 
That issue dealt with Northern Title's right to use an expert witness at trial in this matter. The issue 
involves two motions: (1) Northern Title's. Augmented Request for Leave to Make Expert 
Disclosures and (2) Cummings' Motion to Exclude Defendant Northern Title's Expert Witnesses 
and Testimony and for Sanctions including Attorney Fees. This one issue and these two motions 
are the only matters addressed hereL.'1.. 
On January 27, 2012, the Court issued its most recent order setting this matter for tria1.1 
The Court set trial to begin on July 31, 2012. The Court also imposed staggered deadlines for the 
disclosure of expert witnesses. 2 Specifically, Plaintiff had until 140 days before trial to disclose his 
1 See, Order Setting Jury Trial, fi:ed on 1/27/12. 
2 Id, p. 3, 'l[ 5. 
MEMORANDUM DECISION 1 
expert witnesses and Defendants had until l 05 days before trial to disclose their experts. Plaintiff 
then had until to 
manner and specificity required by IRCP 26(b )( 4)(A)(i). Pursuant to the rules and deadlines, 
Defendants had until April 17, 2012, to fully and completely disclose t.1-ieir experts.3 Finally, the 
Order Setting Jury Trial states "Witnesses not disclosed in responses to discovery and/or as required 
herein will be excluded at trial, unless allowed by the Court in the interest of justice." This expert 
witness disclosure requirement under IRCP 16 is separate and distinct from any discovery demands 
served by the parties under IRCP 26 through IRCP 37. 
Northern Title first disclosed Craig Warren as an expert on March 12, 2012 in its Amended 
Witness Disclosure. At that time, Northern Title simply stated: 
Defendant intends to call Craig Warren as an expert Certified General Appraiser, 
2072 North Main, Suite 201, North Logan, Utah, 84341; expected to testify 
concerning the appraisal value of the property at issue in this case.4 , 
That disclosure occurred prior to Northern Title's expert disclosure deadline of April 17) 2012, but 
does not even begin to comply with the requirements set forth in the Court's Order or in IRCP 
26(b)(4)(A)(i). Northern Title provided Warren's expert report to Cummings during depositions on 
June 14, 2012, almost two months after the disclosure deadline and about six weeks prior to trial. 
A trial cou.."1 has aut.1ority to sanction parties for non-compliance with pretrial orders, and 
sanctions may include those enumerated in LR.C.P. 37(b)(2)(B), (C) and (D) for discovery 
violations. 5 The imposition of such sanctions is committed to the discretion of the trial court. 6 
3 Although the defendants' disclosure deadline was only three months after the 
January 27, 2012 Order Setting Trial, which imposed that deadline, Northern 
Title's attorney Brad Bearnson, has been involved in this case since the 
outset. Original:y, he represented Defendant Stephens. As counsel of record, 
he received at least two prior Orders setting disclosure deadlines and knew 
the issues in this case. 
4 See, Defend.ant ~l:irthern Title's Response Memorandum to Plaintiff's Motion 
for Sanctions and Motion to Exclude Defendant's Expert, Exhibit "D", pg. s. 
5 LR.C.P. 16(i). 
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Here, the parties have known from the outset that the value the property would be 
of damages if the factfinder that he bought the property 
east of the highway. Northern Title has known since at least March 13, 2012, that Cummings 
intended to call an appraiser as an expert witness. 7 Nevertheless, Northern Title did not timely 
disclose an expert opinion regarding the value of the property. 
There are reasons a Court imposes a scheduling Order especially in complex cases such as 
this one. The primary reason is to prevent surprises and trial by ambush. The Court is not inclined 
to tum a biind eye to the lateness of Northern Title's disclosure. Therefore, the expert will not be 
allowed to testify at trial and his opinion cannot go to the factfinder unless the interest of justice so 
require. 
Northern Title argues that it did not disclose the appraiser's report until June 14, 2012 
because the report was not a final report. In making this argument, Northern Title acknowledges 
that it had the report since sometime in February, 2012, but that its counsel believed the report was 
merely a preliminary report and not a final report. According to Northern Title, the fact that it was a 
preliminary report meant that it did not have to be disclosed. However, Northern Title also 
acknowledges that the disclosed report is the same report it had since February and that any future 
changes in the report would not cha.rige the expert's opinion but only provide additional facts to 
buttress his opinion. Finally, Northern Title asks that it be allowed to disclose Craig Wa.rren even 
though the disclosure deadline has passed. 
Looking at the totality of circumstances, this Court cannot say that the interests of justice 
require the Court to allow this untimely disclosed opinion to be admissible at trial. Northern Title 
6 Edmunds v Kraner, H2 :daho 867, 136 P.3d 338 (2006). 
7 Northern Title did not know until long after the disclosure deadline what 
value Cuw-~ing's appraiser put on the property east of the highway, but that is 
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the opinion several months before t1-e disclosure deadline but failed to timely disclose 
not and is not 
at1ticipated to change triaL 1t should have been disclosed by April 17, 2011. the basis 
the expert opinion changed after that lliTie, Northern Title could then supplement the opiriion. 
Additionally, Northern Titie not seek permission from the Court for a late disclosure until after 
the deadline had passed. Therefore, Craig Warren \Vill not be allowed to testify at trial, and his 
opinion regarding value of !Jie property ca.rmot be used at trial. 
Cummings also seeks attorney fees regarding this motion as a sanction. That request is 
denied. The sanction is the preclusion of the expert's testimony. The time spent by Cummings' 
c0Ui1sel nPrTn>rr the opinion disallowed can be dealt \:\rith at the conclusion of trial when the Court 
addresses issue prevailing patty and issue of an a·ward of attorney fees. No attorney fees 
be awarded on this motion at this juncture. 
Therefore, Motion to Exclude Northern expert is granted. Northern 
motion to make a late disclosure is denied. 
so 
DATED this day 2012. 
Sixth District Judge 
a matter ~o be ciis=ussed en July 17, 2012, at the motion to exclude 
Plaintiff 1 s expert witnesses. 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the ~ day of 
foregoing document on the attomey(s) I person(s) listed below 
or causing the same to be hand delivered. 
ATTORNEY(S) I PERSON(S) 
Nathan M. Olsen 
BEARD ST. CLAIR GAFFNEY, PA 
2105 Coronado Street 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
Randall C. Bi1dge 
RACINE OLSON NYE BUDGE & BAILEY 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, ID 83204-1391 
Brad Bearnson 
BEARNSON & PECK 
399 N. Main Street Ste 300 
Logan, UT 84 3 21 
KERRY HADDOCK, 
Cle~Co"?'. 
By~ 
Dep1.ity Clerk 
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1 
I mailed/served a true copy 
correct postage thereon 
